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Abstract

The wireless propagation channel significantly influences the received signal, so that it needs to be modeled effectively. Extensive measurements and analysis are required for investigating the validity of theoretical models and postulating new models based on measurements. Such measurements, analysis, and modeling are the topic of this thesis. The focus of the included contributions are Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) propagation channels and radio channels for sensor network applications.

Paper I presents results from one of the first MIMO measurements for a double-directional characterization of the outdoor-to-indoor wireless propagation channel. Such channels are of interest for both cellular and wireless LAN applications. We discuss physical aspects of building penetration, and also provide statistics of angle and delay spreads in the channel. The paper also investigates the coupling between DOD and DOA and the two spectra are found to have non-negligible dependence. We test the applicability of three analytical channel models that make different assumptions on the coupling between DODs and DOAs. Our results indicate that analytical models, that impose fewer restrictions on the DOD to DOA coupling, should be used preferably over models such as the Kronecker model that have more restrictive assumptions.

Paper II presents a cluster-based analysis of the outdoor-to-indoor MIMO measurements analyzed in Paper I. A subset of parameters of the COST 273 channel model, a generic model for MIMO propagation channels, are characterized for the outdoor-to-indoor scenario. MPC parameters are extracted at each measured location using a high-resolution algorithm and clusters of MPCs are identified with an automated clustering approach. In particular, the adopted clustering approach requires that all MPC parameters must be similar in order for the MPCs to form a cluster. A statistical analysis of the identified clusters is performed for both the intra- and inter-cluster properties.

Paper III analyzes the spatial fading distribution for a range of canonical sensor deployment scenarios. The presented results are relevant to communi-
cating within, and between, clusters of nodes. Contrary to the widely accepted assumption in published literature that the channel is AWGN at a small-enough distance, our measurements indicate that values of the Rice factor do not, in general, increase monotonically as the Tx-Rx distance is reduced. A probability mixture model is presented, with distance dependent parameters, to account for the distance dependent variations of the Rice factor. A simulation model that includes small- and large-scale fading effects is presented. According to the modeling approach, a sensor node placed anywhere within the spatial extent of a small-scale region will experience the channel statistics applicable to that region.

Paper IV presents results characterizing a radio channel for outdoor short-range sensor networks. A number of antennas are placed on the ground in an open area and time-variation of the channel is induced by a person moving in the vicinity of the nodes. The channel statistics of both the LOS path and the overall narrowband signal are non-stationary. We investigate the stationarity interval length to be used for small-scale analysis. Our analysis of the various measured links shows that the Rx signal strength is significantly influenced by a moving person only when the person blocks the LOS path. We present a generic approach for modeling the LOS blockage, and also model the time-variant Doppler spectrum of the channel’s scattered components.
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Part I

Thesis Introduction
Chapter 1

Introduction

Though origins of radio communication can be traced to the experiments of O. Lodge [1] and Marconi [2], wireless communication became accessible to the masses only after introduction of cellular telephony around 1980. Since then, mobile phone technology has evolved into economically the most significant form of wireless communication, with currently over 3 billion registered users worldwide. From the humble beginnings of first-generation networks that provided voice-only service, modern day mobile networks are capable of providing reliable voice and high data-rate services such as multi-media messaging and internet access. In addition to cellular networks, e.g., Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) [3], Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) [4] are in widespread use in airports, public businesses and homes. Such networks connect multiple computers or devices in a limited area, either to the internet through an access point or to each other as in an adhoc network. For coverage areas smaller than WLANs, Personal Area Networks (PANs), e.g., Bluetooth [5] and IEEE 802.15 [6], are being used. These networks can be used for a number of applications, e.g., cable replacement as in the wireless link between a computer and its peripherals. An emerging field is that of wireless sensor networks that can be used in applications ranging from security surveillance and remote health care to automated homes.

The data rates for wireless communication applications range from a few kbits/sec or lower (for sensor networks) to in excess of a few 100 Mbits/sec, refer Fig. 1.1. The demand for ever increasing data rates translates to a requirement for more bandwidth, a traditionally scarce resource in commercial wireless communication systems. This has driven research into methods for supporting increased data rates without disturbing frequency allocations of existing systems. One promising approach has been the exploitation of the spatial domain
by using multiantenna systems at both link ends, together with requisite signal processing [7], [8], [9], so called Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems.\(^1\) While the study of MIMO systems encompasses disciplines traditionally dealing with wireless communications, e.g., signal processing, communication theory, antennas etc., the investigation of the wireless propagation channel is equally important. This is the medium between the transmitter and receiver, and for MIMO systems, it determines the benefits that can be achieved with MIMO techniques. In the separate context of emerging sensor networks, investigation of the wireless channel is also of relevance because the deployment scenarios are considerably different from well-investigated cellular radio and other access point type scenarios.

This thesis deals with a measurement-based effort to characterize and model wireless channels. The included papers address some channel related issues for MIMO systems and sensor networks. The remainder of Part I is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains an overview of some fundamentals of MIMO and sensor network systems, chapter 3 discusses wireless channel modeling in the context of the included contributions whereas chapter 4 describes principles for measuring wireless channels and the data analysis tools that are used. Finally, Chapter 5 provides a summary of the included papers and some general conclusions.

\(^1\) Systems with single antenna at each end are correspondingly termed Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) systems.
Chapter 2
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The SISO approach to transmitting with high data rates would be through an increase in size of signal constellation and/or transmission bandwidth. However, these options are not practical; due to constraints on transmit power and receive Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in the former case, and lack of bandwidth in the latter [11]. If multiple antenna elements are used at both link ends, the relative benefit with MIMO techniques is that increased data rates can be obtained without increasing transmit power or bandwidth.

In a different application sphere, wireless sensor and adhoc networks have great potential to realize home and office automation and related benefits. This chapter gives a brief overview of these two systems and their respective benefits.

2.1 MIMO

The concept of using multiple antennas at both ends of the radio link to boost throughput was first proposed by Winters [7], followed a few years later by the widely cited theoretical work of Foschini [8] and Telatar [9]. This has lead to tremendous research interest in MIMO over the past decade. While research continues, MIMO techniques have begun to be incorporated into wireless communication standards such as IEEE 802.11n [12] for WLAN, and 3GPP release 8 [13] for the next generation of cellular networks.

Spatial multiplexing is the enabling MIMO technique that allows potential increases in Shannon capacity. Though it has been the major source of research interest in MIMO, beamforming gain and spatial diversity are also provided by MIMO systems as a means to improve transmission quality. However, the radio channel determines which of these benefits can be exploited in a given scenario.
through signal processing, refer to Fig. 2.1. This is the motivation for MIMO channel investigations. The following sections give a brief overview of these MIMO techniques, the number of Transmit (Tx) and Receive (Rx) antenna elements is assumed to be $N_T$ and $N_R$, respectively.

2.1.1 Beamforming Gain

The Tx and Rx antenna patterns can be steered towards a particular angular direction by appropriate linear combination of baseband signals at the Tx and Rx elements, respectively. Beamforming gain is the resulting increase in average SNR, relative to the average SNR at the individual elements [15], [16]. The higher the correlation of antenna signals, the higher is the beamforming gain. The maximum beamforming gain is $N_R$ when only the Rx side has channel state information (CSI), while it is $E[\lambda_{max}]$ for CSI at both link ends, where $\lambda_{max}$ is the largest eigenvalue of the MIMO channel and $E[\cdot]$ denotes statistical expectation operator.

2.1.2 Spatial Diversity

In the presence of scatterers in the environment, the signal received in a wireless channel is composed of attenuated and phase-shifted replicas of the transmitted signal arriving from different directions. The constructive or destructive

---

Figure 2.1: Inter-relation between a MIMO channel and the gains provided by MIMO techniques [14].
interference of these replicas causes fluctuations in the Rx signal, termed *fading*. The fact that the Tx signal replicas come from different directions allows spatial diversity to be exploited.

Fading in a wireless channel degrades reliability, e.g., the average Symbol Error Rate (SER), of the communication link. Diversity techniques combat fading by increasing the probability that the Rx SNR remains above some arbitrary threshold relative to the average Rx SNR. This in turn improves the average SER relative to a system with same average SNR but no diversity.

The diversity order\(^2\) achieved by a MIMO system depends on the channel characteristics and the CSI available at Tx and Rx. The diversity order that can be achieved with a MIMO system decreases as the correlation of the antenna signals increases. The maximum achievable diversity order with a MIMO system is \(N_R \cdot N_T\) provided that CSI is available at both Tx and Rx, and the channel is uncorrelated at both link ends. Diversity techniques in MIMO systems are not limited to spatial domain, rather those can be applied separately or jointly with diversity in, e.g., the frequency or time domain.

An in-depth analysis of diversity techniques can be found in, e.g., [17], [18]. For a discussion on coding over space and time to achieve diversity, i.e., *space-time codes*, we refer to [15], [19], [20], and references therein.

### 2.1.3 Spatial Multiplexing

Spatial multiplexing aims to transmit several *independent* data streams in parallel by exploiting the spatial dimension. The transmission of these substreams, which do not interfere at the Rx, can increase the link capacity linearly with the number of antennas. For high-data rate applications this concept is of immense practical importance given that Shannon’s capacity formula predicts that capacity increases only logarithmically in SNR. Furthermore, the increased transmission rates provided by spatial multiplexing do not incur overhead in terms of bandwidth and transmit power.

In practice the channel influences the degree to which spatial multiplexing can be exploited. The number of independent data streams is upper-bounded by \(\min\{N_R, N_T, N_S\}\), where \(N_S\) is the number of significant scatterers. Furthermore, correlation among the entries of the channel matrix also reduces the spatial multiplexing gain relative to the un-correlated case.

For an \(N_R \times N_T\) channel matrix, \(\mathbf{H}\), known at Tx and Rx the channel capacity is given by [9],

\[
C = \max_{\mathbf{Q}: \text{Tr}(\mathbf{Q}) = P_T} \log_2 \det \left( \mathbf{I}_{N_R} + \frac{1}{\sigma_n^2} \mathbf{H} \mathbf{Q} \mathbf{H}^H \right),
\]

\(2\)Diversity order is the slope of the average SER versus SNR curve in the high SNR regime.
where $I_{N_R}$ is an identity matrix of order $N_R$, $\sigma_n^2$ is the noise power at each Rx branch. Furthermore, $Q = E[ss^H]$ is the transmit signal covariance matrix, $\text{Tr} \{ \cdot \}$ is the matrix trace operator and $P_T$ is the total transmit power. The entries, $Q_{ii}$, on the main diagonal of $Q$ indicate the transmit power allocated to each antenna.

When elements of the transmit signal vector, $s$, are assumed to be independent Zero-Mean Circularly-Symmetric Complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG) random variables, then capacity is achieved when setting $Q = \text{VAV}^H$ where the non-zero entries of the diagonal matrix $A$ give the power allocation to the Tx antennas and $V$ is a unitary matrix obtained by a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the channel matrix, $H = USV^H$. Here $S$ is a diagonal matrix whose entries $S_{kk}$ are the singular values of the channel.

The number of non-zero singular values, $\sigma_k$, $k = 1, \ldots, \text{rank}(H)$ determines the number of independent data streams the channel can support for spatial multiplexing. Consequently, the channel capacity may be expressed as,

$$C = \sum_{k=1}^{\text{rank}(H)} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{A_{kk} \sigma_k^2}{\sigma_n^2} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

where the $A_{kk}$ are determined from the water-filling solution, see e.g. [21], to achieve capacity.

When channel state information is available only at Rx, the Tx side divides power equally among Tx antennas, i.e., $Q = \frac{P_T}{N_T} \cdot I_{N_T}$ and the capacity expression becomes [8],

$$C = \log_2 \det \left( I_{N_R} + \frac{P_T}{N_T \sigma_n^2} \text{HH}^H \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

In a random fading channel, the capacity associated with the channel is also a random variable. The analysis in such cases makes use of statistics such as ergodic capacity and outage capacity; both conventionally used to compare MIMO performance. The ergodic capacity is defined as,

$$\overline{C} = \mathbb{E} \left[ \log_2 \det \left( I_{N_R} + \frac{\rho}{N_T} \text{HH}^H \right) \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where the expectation is taken over all possible realizations of the ergodic channel. Furthermore, $\rho$ is the average SNR at each Rx antenna subject to

3By definition of the SVD, $U$ and $V$ are both unitary, i.e., $U^H = U^{-1}$ and $V^H = V^{-1}$. Furthermore $V^H$ denotes $(V^*)^T$ where $V^T$ denotes transpose($V$) and $V^*$ denotes conjugate($V$).

4Transmit code words of arbitrary long length are assumed that experience all channel fading states.
normalizing the channel matrix as,

\[
\frac{1}{N_R N_T} E \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{N_R} \sum_{j=1}^{N_T} |H_{ij}|^2 \right] = 1,
\]

i.e., the average SISO channel gain is unity. In paper I, the ergodic capacity is used to compare the performance of three analytical MIMO channel models in the outdoor-to-indoor scenario.

The $p\%$ outage capacity, $C_{\text{out},p}$, is defined as, $P(C \leq C_{\text{out},p}) = p\%$, i.e., it is the information rate achievable for $(100 - p)\%$ of the channel realizations [15].

### 2.2 Sensor networks

A wireless sensor network is usually constituted of a number of low-cost, low-power sensor nodes, which can perform sensing, simple computation, and communication over short distances [22]. The nodes transmit the data to a nearby sink either directly or via intermediate nodes. Each sensor node essentially consists of one or more sensors, storage memory, a processor, power supply, and a radio transceiver.

Sensor networks have been traditionally associated with military applications such as battlefield surveillance and target tracking etc. However, availability of highly integrated wireless components at competitive prices has motivated interest in sensor networks for home/office networking, industrial automation and health care. In the year 2000, the ZigBee Alliance and IEEE 802 working group 15 initiated joint efforts towards development of a low-power low-cost wireless networking standard for residential and industrial environments. Work on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard was initiated the same year with the aim to define the physical (PHY) and media access control (MAC) layer specifications for a Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Network (LR-WPAN). Some key advantages of using wireless over wired sensor networks within buildings is deployment flexibility and reduction in installation costs, i.e., new wiring does not have to be routed through conduits.

In the indoor scenario, wireless sensor networks have potential applications like security surveillance [23], inventory management [24], smart offices [25], and telemedicine sensors for advanced health care services [26]. Generally, sensor nodes communicate in one of two hierarchical structures; in a star topology a number of end nodes can only communicate with a master device termed the coordinator, whereas in a peer-to-peer (also termed mesh) network, all nodes can communicate with each other directly, see Fig. 2.2. The radio resources

---

5The theoretical concept of capacity requires transmission of infinitely long codewords. With outage capacity, the assumption is that the product of data rate and coherence time approaches infinity, so that a sufficiently long codeword can be transmitted within a coherence time of the channel.
Figure 2.2: Network topology, (a) Star, (b) Mesh.

for such networks are often constrained, i.e., bandwidth is shared among a large number of nodes and the transmit power is usually limited. Furthermore, the network may face diverse channel conditions among its nodes. These issues can be alleviated through multihop relaying [6] or cooperative communication among the nodes, see e.g., [27], [28]. The statistics of the fading channel influence the performance of such networks. Furthermore, the placement of sensor nodes typically close to walls and floor, and plausibly, at office table/wall-socket heights introduce some unique channel characteristics. For example, this deployment scenario is different from the case of a mobile/laptop communicating with an access-point elevated above the clutter (tables, computers etc.) that can be found at and below 1 m height in an office environment. While a joint spatio-temporal analysis of the fading would be required for a complete characterization, it is still relevant to look at the spatial fading patterns in isolation, as they determine the statistics of the Rx SNR when nodes are deployed densely over a short range. This is especially relevant for deployment of sensor node clusters in relatively static channel conditions, which is the motivation for the investigations in paper III.

2.2.1 PHY Layer in IEEE 802.15.4

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [29] is a widely used specification for PHY and MAC layers of commercial LR-WPANs. Taken together, the PHY and the MAC layer govern the transmission of bits over the wireless channel. The PHY layer supports Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) communication over two frequency bands, both located in the un-licensed Industrial/Scientific/Medical
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Table 2.1: Some Characteristics of 802.15.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequency Band</th>
<th>Data rate</th>
<th>Modulation</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Channel access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>868:915 MHz</td>
<td>20 kb/s; 40 kb/s</td>
<td>BPSK</td>
<td>10–20 m</td>
<td>CSMA-CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
<td>250 kb/s</td>
<td>O-QPSK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ISM) band. The use of DSSS communication reduces potential interference to neighbouring receivers. Furthermore, the MAC layer controls access to the wireless channel using Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA-CA) which also helps to avoid causing interference to neighbours. The DSSS transmission in combination with intended short transmission distance means that the transmit power is low, typically around 1 mW. In addition, depending on the application, some sensor nodes may conserve energy by performing the sensing operation with a low duty cycle which leads to a longer battery life-time. Some features of the PHY layer are summarized in Table 2.1 [29].

2.2.2 Higher layer protocols and applications

There are a number of network/application layer protocols that currently use 802.15.4. The most well known is ZigBee [30] which caters to applications dealing with home and office automation, e.g., heating and lighting controls, intrusion or motion detection etc. as well as industrial automation. Another protocol, Wireless Hart [31], is specifically geared towards industrial wireless sensor networks. Various commercial entities are now providing turn-key solutions for wireless sensor networks.
Chapter 3
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The wireless propagation channel is the medium between the transmitter and receiver. Since the channel modifies the transmitted signal, mathematical models are needed that capture channel characteristics relevant to performance of wireless systems. These models may be deterministic, or based on stochastic theory. This chapter provides an overview of basic models, relevant to a single wireless link and to MIMO channels, in the context of the included contributions.

3.1 Single link aspects of Channel modeling

The transmitted signal generally reaches the receiver through different paths and may experience propagation mechanisms such as transmission, reflection, scattering, and diffraction along these paths. One of the major influences the wireless channel has on the Rx signal is an attenuation relative to the Tx signal. The Rx power is influenced by a deterministic attenuation factor and random fluctuations, termed fading. More specifically, the Rx power is influenced by a product of three factors; pathloss, large-scale fading and small-scale fading [32]. These are briefly described below.

3.1.1 Pathloss

Pathloss is the attenuation of the average$^1$ Rx power that increases with distance. Conventionally, pathloss is modeled as increasing with a power law in distance [10], [33]. Alternatively, pathloss can be expressed as an average path

---

$^1$The average is over the small- and large-scale fading.
power gain, $G_{\text{avg}}(d)$, that has a power law decay in distance,

$$G_{\text{avg}}(d) = G_0 d^{-n} \quad (3.1)$$

where $d$ is the Tx-Rx distance, $G_0 = G_{\text{avg}}(d)$ at the reference distance $d_0$ (usually assumed 1 m) and $n$ is called the pathloss exponent, or propagation exponent. The environment is characterized through the parameters $G_0$ and $n$. The parameter values are estimated from measurements by a least-squares fit of $G_{0,\text{dB}} - 10n \log(d)$ to the dB values of measured path gains over log-distance [34]. These parameters are characterized in paper III for a set of indoor sensor scenarios. The estimates are found to have a Gaussian distribution and modeled as such rather than specifying the mean values only.

3.1.2 Large-scale fading

Large-scale fading is defined as random variations of locally averaged Rx power, as the receiver travels a distance typically on the order of a few hundred wavelengths while maintaining approximately the same distance to transmitter [10], [35]. Fading is observed when Interacting Objects (IOs), such as buildings or terrain, block the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) or other dominant multipath components. For power samples measured along a linear trajectory of the receiver, the large-scale fading can be interpreted as the variation of small-scale averaged Rx power, about $G_{\text{avg}}(d)$. The latter concept is used in paper III to characterize the large-scale fading.

3.1.3 Small-scale fading

Multiple copies of the Tx signal arrive at the receiver with different attenuations and time-delay of arrival.\footnote{The different delays contribute to relative phase-shifts among the MPCs.} These copies are often termed Multi-Path Components (MPCs), and their superposition gives the Rx signal. Small-scale fading refers to random fluctuation of the Rx signal caused by an interference pattern of these MPCs. The pattern may change in space due to motion of the receiver or in time due to motion of the transmitter or scatterers. Over a small-scale region\footnote{Small-scale refers to the spatial extent of such a region, which is on the order of a few carrier wavelengths, $\lambda$.} the time-variant impulse response of the channel is written as [36],

$$h(t, \tau) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \alpha_l(t) \delta(t - \tau_l) \quad , \quad (3.2)$$
where $\delta(\cdot)$ is the Dirac delta function, $L$ is the number of MPCs, and $\{\alpha_l(t)\}$ are the time-variant complex gains at the delays $\{\tau_l\}$. The time dependence of the delays is omitted because they change on a time-scale much larger than that of the complex channel gains. Since the $\{\alpha_l(t)\}$ can vary quite rapidly over the interference pattern of MPCs, they are modeled as stochastic processes.

When analyzing wireless systems, the work of Bello [37] leads to two simplifying assumptions on Eq. (3.2): (i) It is assumed that the $\{\alpha_l(t)\}$ are wide-sense stationary (WSS) [37], i.e., their first and second order moments are independent of the origin of the time axis. This implies that the mean powers of the $\{\alpha_l(t)\}$ do not change with time. (ii) Uncorrelated scattering (US) is assumed, i.e., the $L$ paths originate from independent scatterers. The implication in this case is that the $\{\alpha_l(t)\}$ can be treated as independent stochastic processes. The above two assumptions are collectively termed wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS). The envelopes, $\{X(t) = |\alpha(t)|\}$, are of interest because they determine the Rx SNR. Different probability density functions (PDFs) are used to characterize the random fading behavior of $\{X(t)\}$. The Rayleigh and Rice distributions, both based on a complex Gaussian distribution of the $\{\alpha_l(t)\}$, are two of the most commonly used models.

The Rayleigh is a special case of the Ricean distribution which is written as,

$$f_{X_l}(x) = \frac{x}{\sigma^2} \exp\left(-\frac{x^2 + A^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) I_0\left(\frac{Ax}{\sigma^2}\right),$$

(3.3)

where $A$ is the amplitude of the dominant MPC, $2\sigma^2$ is the power of the random components, and $I_0$ is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and zero order. The Ricean K-factor, $K = \frac{A^2}{2\sigma^2}$, is an important parameter of the Ricean distribution, as it determines the amount of fading. A value $K \rightarrow \infty$ corresponds to no fading while $K = 0$ corresponds to a Rayleigh fading distribution.

From a system design aspect, the type of envelope fading distribution is important because it determines the fading margin [10] required to achieve coverage with a certain outage probability. At large $K$, a Ricean fading channel exhibits minimal fading and approximates an AWGN channel. This concept has implications for clustering of sensor nodes in that an AWGN channel between the nodes in a cluster is often assumed in theoretical analysis. In paper III the assumption of an AWGN channel at gradually decreasing Tx-Rx separation is tested, and it is observed that K-factors have a non-monotonic behavior with decreasing distance, so that the AWGN assumption is not necessarily valid at

---

4Ultra-Wideband systems are an exception to this rule, and are not covered in this thesis.

5A Rayleigh envelope implies a zero-mean for the underlying complex Gaussian distribution.
small Tx-Rx distances. A related issue, in the context of wireless transmission, is the definition of the Ricean $K$ factor. In paper I, a distinction is made between the LOS power factor and the Ricean $K$-factor, valid for the case of high resolution parameter estimates.

### 3.1.4 Narrowband and Wideband channels

In modeling wireless channels, a distinction is made between narrowband and wideband channels that is based on the inter-relation between transmission bandwidth and the coherence bandwidth [10] of the wireless channel. A wireless communication link experiences a narrowband channel if the transmission bandwidth is less than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. In this case the receiver will not be able to resolve the various MPCs, i.e., in the context of Eq. (3.2), the receiver observes $L = 1$. For narrowband systems, the frequency response of the channel is invariant over the transmission bandwidth, hence the term frequency flat fading for such channels. For the converse case, i.e., transmission bandwidth larger than coherence bandwidth, the channel is termed wideband and the system is able to resolve the MPCs based on their Time-Delay-of-Arrival (TDOA). For such communication systems, the frequency response of the channel varies over the transmission bandwidth, hence the term frequency-selective fading for such channels. For the measurements discussed in this thesis, a wideband channel sounding equipment was used to record the complex channel frequency response. When performing a narrowband analysis of the measured data, the channel samples at different tones are considered as random realizations of the narrowband channel, though sometimes correlated.

### 3.1.5 WSSUS considerations

In a statistical analysis of wireless channels, the WSSUS assumption is invariably used. In practice, the spatial structure of the channel, i.e., the number, strength, and direction of arrival of the MPCs change considerably over time and/or space, so that stationarity intervals need to be determined. For outdoor mobile scenarios a stationarity region on the order of $10\lambda$ has been used conventionally [10], though for indoor scenarios, the size of the spatial stationarity region can be considerably smaller.

For the indoor measurements in paper III, stationarity is estimated based on variations of the small-scale averaged power. A fixed length of the small-scale stationary region is defined by the consideration to maintain the running average of Rx power below 5 dB over the chosen window length. A window length of $5\lambda$ is determined to be a reasonable choice for the small-scale analysis. For the outdoor fixed node measurements in paper IV, temporal stationarity
intervals are estimated by thresholding the correlation between average power delay profiles [38].

A survey of the open literature reveals that there are no universally accepted criteria to determine stationarity intervals within measurements, and this is a topic of ongoing research, see e.g., [39], [40], [38] and references therein.

### 3.2 Aspects of MIMO channel modeling

As discussed in chapter 2, the MIMO channel influences the type of gains achievable by MIMO techniques. Therefore, accurate models of the MIMO channel are needed both for network planning and for system simulation to design and compare MIMO algorithms. While a model should capture channel propagation effects, significantly influencing system design, channel models are also desired to be simple to use. This inherent trade-off has been one of the motivating factors for research in the field of MIMO channel modeling, and a number of MIMO channel models have been proposed over the years. A comprehensive and systematic survey of MIMO channel models can be found in [41], [10]. This section briefly reviews these concepts with an aim to provide context to the included contributions.

We start with the MIMO channel matrix that essentially provides an input-output relation between the Tx and Rx signal vectors. A schematic illustration of a MIMO system is shown in Fig. 3.1. The multiple antennas at Tx and Rx sides require that the MIMO channel is specified for all Tx and Rx antenna pairs. This means that for an $N_R \times N_T$ MIMO system, the general case of a time-variant wideband channel is represented by an $N_R \times N_T$ channel matrix,

$$H(t, \tau) = \begin{bmatrix}
h_{11}(t, \tau) & h_{12}(t, \tau) & \cdots & h_{1N_T}(t, \tau) \\
h_{21}(t, \tau) & h_{22}(t, \tau) & \cdots & h_{2N_T}(t, \tau) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
h_{N_R1}(t, \tau) & h_{N_R2}(t, \tau) & \cdots & h_{N_RN_T}(t, \tau)
\end{bmatrix},$$

(3.4)

where $h_{i,j}(t, \tau) \in \mathbb{C}$ represents the time-variant impulse response between the $j$-th Tx and $i$-th Rx antenna, $t$ is the absolute time and $\tau$ is the TDOA.

Assuming that a signal $s_j(t) \in \mathbb{C}$ is transmitted from the $j$-th Tx element, the signal received at the $i$-th Rx element is written as,

$$r_i(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{N_T} h_{i,j}(t, \tau) * s_j(t) + n_i(t),$$

(3.5)

where $*$ denotes the convolution operation and $n_i$ is the additive ZMCSGC noise at the $i$-th Rx element. When the channel is time-invariant, the time-
dependence can be disregarded so that $H(t, \tau) = H(\tau)$. Furthermore, if the channel is frequency-flat fading, it has only a single tap so that $H(\tau) = H$.

Under these assumptions the MIMO system equation corresponding to Eq. (3.5) reduces to,

$$r(t) = Hs(t) + n(t), \quad (3.6)$$

where $r(t) = [r_1(t) \ldots r_{NR}(t)]^T$, $s(t) = [s_1(t) \ldots s_{NT}(t)]^T$, and for the noise, $n(t) = [n_1(t) \ldots n_{NR}(t)]^T$.

The channel matrix in Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) does not capture the propagation effects only; other additional effects such as the influence of the Tx and Rx antennas are also included. These considerations have lead to a fundamental classification of MIMO channel models into two categories; physical models and analytical models [41], [10].

### 3.2.1 Physical Models

Physical models are independent of antenna configuration. Such models are based on characterizing the electromagnetic waves propagating between the Tx and Rx stations. In most models the waves are assumed to have a plane wave front, i.e., a plane wave assumption is used and the waves are represented by rays. These rays and the MPCs described earlier have a one to one correspondence, so that the two terms can be used interchangeably.

One approach to describe the propagation environment is in terms of MPC parameters such as attenuation, phase, TDOA, direction of departure (DOD) at the Tx, and direction of arrival (DOA) at the Rx. An alternative approach for the propagation description, is in terms of locations of the actual physical processes such as reflection and diffraction. The following paragraphs provide a short overview of the different approaches.

---

The antenna configuration is described, in general, by antenna pattern, number of elements, array geometry, polarization, and mutual coupling [41].
Deterministic physical models

A deterministic way to model the propagation channel is through the channel’s double-directional impulse response \[42\], \[43\],

\[ h(r_{\text{Tx}}, r_{\text{Rx}}, \tau, \phi, \psi) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} h_l(r_{\text{Tx}}, r_{\text{Rx}}, \tau, \phi, \psi), \tag{3.7} \]

where \( r_{\text{Tx}} \) and \( r_{\text{Rx}} \) denote position of the transmitter and receiver, respectively. The variables \( \tau, \phi, \) and \( \psi \) represent TDOA, DOD, and DOA, respectively. Furthermore \( L \) is the total number of MPCs. The \( h_l(r_{\text{Tx}}, r_{\text{Rx}}, \tau, \phi, \psi) \) is the contribution of the \( l \)-th wave and given by,

\[ h_l(r_{\text{Tx}}, r_{\text{Rx}}, \tau, \phi, \psi) = a_l \delta (\tau - \tau_l) \delta (\phi - \phi_l) \delta (\psi - \psi_l), \tag{3.8} \]

where \( a_l, \tau_l, \phi_l, \) and \( \psi_l \), denote complex amplitude, TDOA, DOD, and DOA, respectively, of the \( l \)-th MPC. In a time variant channel, these individual MPC parameters, as well as the number of MPCs, \( L \) may become functions of time.

For a more general description antenna polarization can also be taken in to account \[42\], \[43\].

The double-directional modeling effort requires MIMO measurements in representative scenarios, followed by a determination of the MPC parameters with high-resolution algorithms, e.g., \[44\], \[45\]. The scattering geometry can then be re-generated from signal processing methods, e.g., \[46\]. Finally, new channel realizations can be generated by moving the Tx and/or Rx along trajectories other than the ones used in measurements \[47\], \[48\].

Other deterministic approaches to channel modeling are Ray tracing \[49\] and/or Ray launching \[50\]. These are especially useful for site-specific channel modeling, e.g., when a geographical database of significant scatterers in an urban environment is available and optimum placement of a base-station antenna is desired.

Geometry-based stochastic channel models

In a geometry-based stochastic channel model (GSCM) the location of the scatterers is specified in a stochastic manner according to suitable probability distributions. Subsequently ray tracing is performed to obtain the channel impulse response. The concept of multipath clusters is used in most variants of this approach. The GSCM approach is suitable for modeling time-variant channels; parameters of the MPCs are adjusted automatically with movement of terminals or scatterers so that the correct fading correlation is generated. Furthermore, large-scale fading effects are also incorporated, see e.g. \[51\].
Non-geometric stochastic channel models

These models assign values to the physical parameters of the MPCs, i.e., TDOA, DOD, DOA etc., using stochastic probability distribution functions. The geometry of the physical environment is not considered, see, e.g. [52].

3.2.2 Analytical models

Analytical models mathematically describe a narrowband MIMO channel matrix, without going into details of the wave propagation.\(^7\) The influence of antennas is included in the model so that the models are applicable to the MIMO system under consideration. The parameters of these models are usually extracted from MIMO measurements.

Analytical channel models assume that the entries of the MIMO channel matrix are drawn from a ZMCSCG distribution with the possible addition of a dominant (deterministic) component. For the latter case of Ricean fading, the \(N_R \times N_T\) channel matrix, \(H\), is written as [53],

\[
H = \sqrt{\kappa}H_d + \sqrt{1 - \kappa}H_{\text{Res}}, \quad (3.9)
\]

where \(\kappa = \frac{K}{1+K}\), \(K\) is the Ricean \(K\)-factor, \(H_d\) represents the LOS or other dominant contributions, and \(H_{\text{Res}}\) is the zero-mean residue (stochastic) part of \(H\), that the analytical models aim to represent. This is also the approach used in paper I to test the performance of some of these analytical models in an outdoor-to-indoor Ricean fading environment.

Analytical models can be classified as correlation-based or propagation-based models. In the following paragraphs we describe these classifications. Furthermore, for ease of exposition we set \(K = 0\) in Eq. (3.9) so that \(H = H_{\text{Res}}\).

Correlation-based analytical models

The underlying principle of this modeling approach is that the spatial structure of the channel can be modeled by the spatial correlation of the channel matrix entries. MIMO channel matrices with correlated elements can be generated by correlating Independent Identically Distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussians. When the full correlation matrix, \(R\), is estimated from measurements on \(H\), the procedure

\(^7\)An extension to wideband channel modeling is possible by applying the analytical model to each tap.
is,

$$h = \text{vec} \{H\},$$

$$R = E[hh^H],$$

$$H_{\text{full-corr}} = \text{un-vec} \left\{ R^{1/2}g \right\}.$$ (3.10)

where the operator $\text{vec} \{A\}$ stacks the columns of its matrix argument, $A$, on top of each other, and $\text{un-vec} \{\cdot\}$ is the inverse operation. Furthermore, $A^{1/2}$ denotes matrix square-root defined such that $A^{1/2} \left( A^{1/2} \right)^H = A$, and $g$ is an $N_R N_T \times 1$ random vector with elements which are i.i.d. ZMCSCG random variables with unit variance.

The analytical model with $R$ a scaled identity matrix is popularly termed the i.i.d model. This corresponds to all entries of the Gaussian channel matrix, $H$, being independent of each other. The physical interpretation is that MPCs are uniformly distributed in all directions, referred to as a rich-scattering environment in the literature, and the antenna elements are spaced apart by at least half the carrier wavelength.

For large array sizes, the manipulation of a size $N_R N_T \times N_R N_T$ full correlation matrix, $R$, becomes cumbersome. This has led to some correlation based models that approximate $R$ with certain assumptions. Here we discuss two such models, the Kronecker and the Weichselberger model that are used in analyzing the outdoor-to-indoor scenario in paper I.

**Kronecker model**

The Kronecker model [54] approximates $R$ by a Kronecker product of the antenna correlation matrices,

$$R = R_{\text{Tx}} \otimes R_{\text{Rx}},$$ (3.11)

where $R_{\text{Tx}} = E[H^H H]$ and $R_{\text{Rx}} = E[HH^H]$ are the antenna spatial correlation matrices at the Tx and Rx side, respectively, and $\otimes$ denotes the Kronecker matrix product. Equivalently, the MIMO channel matrix is modeled as,

$$H_{\text{Kronecker}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\text{tr} \{R_{\text{Rx}}\}}} R_{\text{Rx}}^{1/2} G R_{\text{Tx}}^{1/2}.$$ (3.12)

Here $G = \text{un-vec} \{g\}$ is a random i.i.d. Gaussian matrix. The Kronecker model has been used extensively in published work due to its simplicity, ability to fit some measurement scenarios, and a smaller number of required parameters compared to the full correlation model. However, the Kronecker model makes
the joint DOA-DOD spectrum to be an outer product of the marginal spectra, such that an MPC with a unique combination of DOA and DOD cannot be modeled. In other words, the Kronecker model assumes that the Rx side correlation matrix is independent of which direction the Tx side sends the signal. In [55] it was suggested that the Kronecker model, in general, underestimates the channel capacity. In paper I this result is validated for the outdoor-to-indoor scenario.

**Weichselberger model**

The Weichselberger model [55] allows for joint modeling of the Tx and Rx side correlations, by introducing a power coupling matrix, $\Omega$, that governs the average power coupled between the $N_T$ eigenvectors of the Tx side correlation matrix and the $N_R$ eigenvectors of the Rx side correlation matrix. The eigenbasis of the antenna correlation matrix at each link end remains independent of the transmit direction from the other end.\(^8\) Realizations of the channel matrix are generated as,

$$H_{\text{weichsel}} = U_{\text{Rx}} \left( \bar{\Omega} \odot G \right) U_{\text{Tx}}^T,$$

(3.13)

where $U_{\text{Rx}}$ and $U_{\text{Tx}}$ are Rx and Tx side eigenbasis of respective antenna correlation matrix,

$$R_{\text{Tx}} = U_{\text{Tx}} \Lambda_{\text{Tx}} U_{\text{Tx}}^T,$$

$$R_{\text{Rx}} = U_{\text{Rx}} \Lambda_{\text{Rx}} U_{\text{Rx}}^T,$$

(3.14)

and $\Lambda_{\text{Tx}}$ and $\Lambda_{\text{Rx}}$ are diagonal matrices of eigenvalues at respective link end.

**Propagation based models**

In this approach the channel matrix is modeled through propagation parameters. We discuss here only the virtual channel representation (VCR) model introduced in [56] for uniform linear arrays at each link end.

The virtual channel representation (VCR) was introduced in [56] assuming a Uniform Linear Array (ULA) at each link end, and allows arbitrary power coupling between pre-determined directions at the Tx and Rx sides. The model uses discrete Fourier transform matrices $A_{\text{Rx}}$ and $A_{\text{Tx}}$ at respective link ends, to sample the spatial characteristics of the channel. Realizations of the channel model can be generated as,

$$H_{\text{VCR}} = A_{\text{Rx}} \left( \bar{\Omega} \odot G \right) A_{\text{Tx}}^T.$$

(3.15)

\(^8\)The Kronecker model is included as a special case with a rank one coupling matrix [55].
The columns of $A_{Rx}$ and $A_{Tx}$ are based on the array response (steering) vectors computed at fixed virtual directions, and the matrix $\tilde{\Omega}$ is the element-wise square root of the power coupling matrix $\Omega$; the entry $\Omega_{ij}$ gives the average power coupled between the $i$-th receive and $j$-th transmit direction.

In our measurement setup, the Rx array was not a ULA, but rather a Uniform Circular Array (UCA) with an absorber in the center. We thus use a generalization of Eq. (3.15) that combines the standard (virtual channel model) at the Tx side, with a canonical representation, based on the channel statistics, at the Rx side

$$H_{VCR} = \hat{U}_{Rx} \left( \hat{\Omega} \odot G \right) A_{Tx}^T, \quad (3.16)$$

where $\hat{U}_{Rx}$ is an estimate of the receive eigenvector matrix obtained by eigenvalue decomposition of $\hat{R}_{Rx}$.

In addition to the above described classifications, there exist comprehensive standardized models, e.g., the 3GPP spatial channel model (SCM) [57], and the COST 273 model [58]. We refer to [41] for a comparative study of these and other models.
Chapter 4

Channel Measurements

Research in the field of channel modeling would not be possible without channel measurements. While stochastic channel models need to be parametrized from extensive measurements, performance of deterministic models needs to be verified by actual measurements.

The measurements reported in this thesis were performed with the RUSK Lund channel sounder [59], for papers III and IV, and the RUSK ATM sounder for papers I and II. A brief review of measurement principles is given below, followed by specifications of the channel sounders that were used. This chapter concludes with a brief introduction to data analysis tools, high resolution algorithms, and a clustering procedure that were used in the included papers.

4.1 Measurement Principles

A channel sounder is an equipment that can measure the wireless channel’s complex baseband impulse response or equivalent frequency transfer function, over the system bandwidth of the sounder. A transmit signal known to the receiver is transmitted through the channel and recorded at the equipment’s receiver. In order to measure phase information, either a common frequency reference is employed at Tx and Rx, or separate references, if used, are phase-locked prior to the measurements. Wideband measurements allow a characterization of the delay dispersion, or equivalently the frequency selectivity, exhibited by the channel. Furthermore, sampling the spatial domain with appropriate antenna arrays at both link ends allows to measure the double-directional properties of the wireless channel.

For MIMO measurements the transfer functions or impulse responses for all
combinations of Tx and Rx elements need to be measured. A common hardware configuration is the switched antenna array, i.e., a fast RF multiplexer (switch) is used to sequentially connect antenna elements to a common RF electronics chain at Tx and Rx side. This approach saves cost and calibration effort inherent with multiple chains and allows flexibility to use different array sizes. The synchronized switching of the Tx and Rx elements allows the channel sounder to keep track of which Tx-Rx combination is measured at any given time. The switching times are synchronized to the period of the sounding signal, $T_p$. For each Rx switching, and optionally for Tx switching, a guard period is used to avoid switching transients in the measurements. A conventional measurement timing diagram is shown in Fig. 4.1, but other arrangements are also possible.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.1:** MIMO measurement timing diagram. The snapshot duration is, $T_s = N_T (2N_R + 1) T_p$.

A MIMO snapshot is defined by one complete cycle of measurements of the channel transfer functions for all Tx-Rx combinations, refer Fig. 4.1. It is assumed that the channel does not change during the snapshot duration, $T_s$. Therefore, when a time-variant wireless channel is to be measured, $T_s$ is upper bounded by the Nyquist sampling criteria,

$$T_s \leq \frac{1}{2f_{D, max}}, \quad (4.1)$$

where $f_{D, max}$ is the maximum Doppler shift induced by the channel. When this inequality is satisfied, channel variations during a MIMO snapshot can
be disregarded, i.e., a quasi-static channel is assumed. It should be noted, however, that by re-arranging the measurement timing diagram it is possible to measure larger Doppler shifts for a given snapshot duration [60].

4.2 RUSK Lund Channel Sounder

The RUSK Lund channel sounder is based on a sounding principle known as frequency domain correlation processing [61]. At the Tx side, the channel sounder excites all frequencies within its bandwidth simultaneously to allow fast measurement speed. This is done by designing a periodic multifrequency signal with identically powered spectral lines. The phases of these spectral lines (sub-carriers) are fixed to optimize on a minimum peak-to-average ratio, i.e., crest factor, of the sounding signal which allows the Tx amplifier to be used efficiently. The time duration of the sounding signal, \( T_p \), is set to a value larger than the maximum excess delay, \( \tau_{\text{max}} \), expected in the measured channel. The time duration of the signal determines the spacing of the spectral lines, \( f_\Delta = \frac{1}{T_p} \), and hence the number of spectral lines within the measurement bandwidth. The sounding signal is designed in the frequency domain, converted to a time domain signal and stored in the arbitrary waveform generator from where it is continuously transmitted as a periodic signal.

A block diagram of the sounder is shown in Fig. 4.2. At the Rx side, the signal is filtered and down-converted, demodulated and then sampled at 640 MHz. The sampled signal is Fourier transformed to the frequency domain in the DSP block shown in Fig. 4.2. The time variant channel transfer function, \( H(t,k) \), is then estimated from a correlation,

\[
H(t,k) = \frac{Y(k)X^*(k)}{X(k)X^*(k)} = \frac{Y(k)}{X(k)},
\]

(4.2)
Table 4.1: Measurement parameters of RUSK Lund and RUSK ATM sounder that were used in the campaigns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>RUSK Lund</th>
<th>RUSK ATM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center Frequency [GHz]</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth [MHz]</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test signal length [μs]</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx power [dBm]</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $Y(k)$ is the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the signal received through the measured wireless channel, and $X(k)$ is the DFT of the received signal measured during the system calibration, whereby a cable connects Tx and Rx unit.\footnote{The calibration is a necessary step before actual measurements.} This compensates for the frequency response of the channel sounder hardware from measurement data.

In papers I and II, the RUSK ATM channel sounder was used for measurements. Though the working principles are the same as those described for RUSK Lund, the salient differences relevant to the measurements are provided in Table 4.1.

4.3 Data Analysis

4.3.1 Parameter Estimation Algorithms

For the double-directional characterization of MIMO channels, it is required to estimate the propagation parameters, TDOA ($\tau$), azimuth and elevation DOD ($\phi_{\text{DOD}}, \theta_{\text{DOD}}$), azimuth and elevation DOA ($\phi_{\text{DOA}}, \theta_{\text{DOA}}$), Doppler and complex path-weight of the waves impinging at the Rx. This task is performed by various channel parameter estimation algorithms. Though sub-space based methods such as ESPRIT \footnote{The calibration is a necessary step before actual measurements.} were originally used for this purpose, these methods require symmetric array structures and assume identical response of individual antenna elements.

The above-mentioned restrictions have motivated research into maximum-likelihood (ML) based methods and their subsequent use in the channel measurement community. ML methods are based on the assumption that the Rx signal is a superposition of planar wave fronts (scatterers assumed to be in far-field of the Tx and Rx antennas). A signal model for the measured channel is pre-assumed and is based on parameters of the MPCs that are to be estimated. Furthermore, the signal model also incorporates the complex gain (magnitude...
and phase) patterns of the antennas used for the measurements. In this way the channel can be characterized independent of the antenna configuration that was used for measurements.

One of the most widely used of the ML methods is the Space Alternating Generalized Expectation maximization (SAGE) algorithm [44]. The SAGE assumes a finite number, $L$ of specular plane waves impinging at the Rx location, and the signal model is based on parameters of the $L$ MPCs. The ML estimator of the parameter vector is found by iteratively maximizing the likelihood function of the signal model under the assumption of i.i.d. Gaussian additive noise. The SAGE avoids the complex multi-dimensional optimization, over all parameters of $L$ MPCs, by sequentially estimating parameters of individual MPCs in each iteration. Furthermore, the parameters of the individual MPCs are themselves estimated in subsets, sequentially, to reduce the complexity further. For a rigorous explanation of SAGE, refer to [44]. The SAGE is used for parameter extraction in paper I, where a signal model for the channel transfer function is also provided.

The RIMAX algorithm [45] is another ML based algorithm, which estimates specular components jointly with the dense multipath components (DMC) of the channel. The DMC is an aggregate description of components, e.g., due to diffuse reflections, that cannot be assigned to specific DOAs, DODs, or TDOA etc. The effect of DMC can be observed, e.g., in a measured power delay profile - it is the exponentially decaying residue that remains after the contribution of specular components has been estimated and removed. In [45] a parametric modeling approach for the DMC is provided with reference to the measured power delay profile. The RIMAX additionally estimates the reliability of parameter estimates, MPCs that fail some pre-defined reliability threshold are dropped from consideration. This means that the number of paths finally estimated from a MIMO snapshot can be less than the source order (number of MPCs) assumed when beginning the estimation process for that snapshot. In paper II the RIMAX is used for parameter extraction. A commercial implementation of the RIMAX by MEDAV [59] is used for this purpose.

Some related issues are well-known open research topics, e.g., using the measured data to estimate the unknown source order is still under investigation. Additionally, the plane wave assumption is less than accurate in some scenarios, e.g., indoors where reflecting surfaces may not be in the far-field of the antennas. Therefore signal models may need to incorporate spherical waves to deal with such cases. Furthermore, in a recent investigation [63], the authors have performed tests in an anechoic chamber to study effects of incomplete antenna data models on parameter extraction results. A complete data model in this context was defined as (i) the antenna response characterized in
both azimuth and elevation over the full sphere (2D-pattern), and (ii) each antenna port response characterized for both vertical and horizontal polarization states of the excitation field. The authors conclude that channel parameters estimated with incomplete antenna data models result in artificially large angle spreads.

The parameter extraction procedure in paper I makes use of only the azimuth antenna pattern (1D) for the UCA used at the Rx side. Extending the antenna data to also include elevation information, however, does not provide any conclusive relation between the DOA spreads (in azimuth only) estimated with the two antenna data models, see Fig. 4.3. It should be noted though, that there are some open issues in the presented analysis, e.g., both the 1D and 2D patterns had been measured with vertically polarized excitation only. Therefore, our most recent antenna data may not be complete in the sense of [63]. Additional plots of DOD and delay spread from the same analysis are provided in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.

The parameter extraction is performed with RIMAX using a maximum source order of 100 MPCs. This value is selected to minimize any potential influence of source order effects on the comparison.
Figure 4.4: RMS spread of azimuth component of DOD.

Figure 4.5: RMS spread of TDOA.
4.3.2 Clustering Algorithm

Traditionally, MPC clusters have been visually identified from measurement results, see e.g., [64], [65]. This method becomes cumbersome for the large volume of multi-dimensional data generated by processing MIMO measurements. Furthermore, the results of visual clustering may be subject to individual interpretation. These reasons have motivated research into automating the clustering procedure, see e.g., [66] and references therein.

Paper II presents a statistical analysis of MPC clusters. The MPC parameters were extracted by applying the high-resolution channel parameter estimation algorithm RIMAX [45] to MIMO measurements. Identification of MPC clusters was carried out by an automatic clustering approach presented in [67]. Since a general description of the clustering algorithm could not be included in paper II due to space constraints, a brief summary based on the descriptions in [67], [66] is provided below.

The clustering of MPCs is performed in the parameter space, i.e., TDOA ($\tau$), azimuth and elevation DOD ($\phi_{\text{DOD}}, \theta_{\text{DOD}}$), and azimuth and elevation DOA ($\phi_{\text{DOA}}, \theta_{\text{DOA}}$) of the MPCs are jointly considered when identifying clusters. To enable joint use of parameters with different units, the multipath component distance (MCD) metric [68] is used as a distance measure between two MPCs in parameter space. The MCD between the $i$-th and $j$-th MPCs for DOD and DOA is written as

$$MCD_{\text{DOD/DOA},ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left| \sin \left( \theta_i \right) \cos \left( \phi_i \right) \sin \left( \theta_j \right) \sin \left( \phi_j \right) \cos \left( \theta_j \right) - \sin \left( \theta_i \right) \sin \left( \phi_i \right) \cos \left( \theta_i \right) \cos \left( \phi_j \right) \right|. \quad (4.3)$$

The scaling of $\frac{1}{2}$ normalizes the maximum distance to 1. The TDOA distance is

$$MCD_{\tau,ij} = \varsigma \cdot \frac{|\tau_i - \tau_j|}{\Delta \tau_{\text{max}}} \cdot \frac{\tau_{\text{std}}}{\Delta \tau_{\text{max}}}, \quad (4.4)$$

where $\Delta \tau_{\text{max}} = \max_{i,j} \{|\tau_i - \tau_j|\}$, $\tau_{\text{std}}$ is the RMS delay spread, and $\varsigma$ is a scale factor to give delays more importance. The joint distance measure then becomes

$$MCD_{ij} = \sqrt{||MCD_{\text{DOD/DOA},ij}||^2 + ||MCD_{\text{DOA}},ij||^2 + MCD_{\tau,ij}^2}. \quad (4.5)$$

MPCs extracted from one MIMO snapshot are analyzed for clustering. The identification of clusters is done by a modified K-means algorithm [69] which additionally considers MPC powers in the clustering process. The modified algorithm, termed $K_{\text{PowerMeans}}$, identifies clusters by their centroids and these are iteratively moved through parameter space to minimize the sum of the
power-weighted MCD between each MPC and its associated cluster centroid given by

$$D = \sum_{l=1}^{L} P_l \cdot MCD \left( \mathbf{x}_l, \mu_{I(l)} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)$$

where $L$ is the number of extracted MPCs, and for the $l$-th MPC $P_l, l = 1, \ldots, L$ is the power and $\mathbf{x}_l$ is the parameter vector used in the MCD. Furthermore, $\mu_{I(l)}$ is the parameter vector for the cluster centroid assigned to $l$-th MPC in the $i$-th iteration. The relation in Eq. (4.6) has been proposed by [67] as a formal definition of a cluster, i.e., for a given number of clusters, $N_c$, in parameter space, the clusters are chosen in order to minimize the global distance function, $D$ in Eq. (4.6). This selection also minimizes the cluster-spread in angle and delay domains amongst the possible partitions of MPCs into $N_c$ clusters.

For a given MIMO snapshot, the partition of MPCs into $N_c$ clusters is performed for $N_c$ spanning a range of values, $N_c \in [N_{c_{\min}}, N_{c_{\max}}]$. The KPowerMeans algorithm is executed for each value of $N_c$. From this set of candidate partitions of the MPCs, only one can be chosen to represent the measured snapshot. This task is performed by the cluster validation procedure. A combined application of two criteria, the Calinski-Harabasz and Davies-Bouldin indices, selects as an optimum partition the one that gives the most compact clusters and separated clusters.

Since the work in [67], the authors have developed significant variants of the initial automatic clustering approach. This includes joint cluster identification and tracking that is applicable to time-variant channels. A comprehensive overview of these efforts and related work can be found in [66].
Chapter 5

Contributions and Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the main research contributions of the included papers. Some general conclusions regarding the research area are also provided as a separate section.

5.1 Research contributions

My work has been supervised by Prof. Andreas F. Molisch as the main advisor, and Dr. Fredrik Tufvesson as co-advisor, both of whom are co-authors on all papers.1 I am the main contributor to the scientific work presented in the included papers, the contributions of my co-authors are mentioned below each paper.

5.1.1 Paper I: “Outdoor-to-Indoor Office MIMO Measurements and Analysis at 5.2 GHz”

This paper presents results from one of the first measurements for a double-directional characterization of the outdoor-to-indoor wireless propagation channel. Such channels are of interest for both cellular and wireless LAN applications. We discuss physical aspects of building penetration, and also provide statistics of relevant channel parameters; the presented CDFs of angular spreads gauge spatial correlations that can be encountered in such scenarios.

1Dr Tufvesson has also participated in most of the measurements.
while similar analysis for the delay spreads gives an idea of the frequency selectivity. Our analysis highlights the fact that the Ricean $K$-factor does not necessarily have strict correspondence with the power of the LOS component. For modeling LOS channels it is proposed to use the LOS power factor, rather than the Ricean $K$-factor, for scaling the normalized LOS contribution. Our analysis of the small-scale fading also reveals that antenna elements, within some array configurations, may experience shadow fading. Therefore, the common practice of averaging the Rx signal over all array elements to remove small-scale fading, should be preceded by ruling out presence of shadow fading.

The paper investigates the coupling between DOD and DOA for the outdoor-to-indoor scenario, and the two spectra are found to have non-negligible dependence. We test the applicability of three analytical channel models that make different assumptions on the coupling between DODs and DOAs. Our results indicate that analytical models, that impose fewer restrictions on the DOD to DOA coupling, should be used preferably over models such as the Kronecker model that have more restrictive assumptions.

This transaction paper is based on two conference papers and additional material. I wrote the manuscript, and performed the analysis with the exceptions noted as follows: for the first conference paper, the channel parameter extraction results were from an implementation of the SAGE by Gunnar Eriksson, Dr Peter Almers contributed to part of the paper-writing. Dr Almers and Dr Johan Karedal also contributed to the measurements. Prof. Andreas F. Molisch and Dr. Fredrik Tufvesson supervised the work.

5.1.2 Paper II: “A Cluster-based Analysis of Outdoor-to-Indoor Office MIMO Measurements at 5.2 GHz”

Numerous MIMO channel measurements show that MPCs tend to arrive at the Rx in clusters, i.e., groups of MPCs which have similar parameters such as TDOA, DOD, and DOA. The concept of MPC clusters is integral to many channel models, e.g., the COST 273 model, a generic model for MIMO propagation channels. This paper presents a cluster-based analysis of the outdoor-to-indoor MIMO measurements also analyzed in Paper I. A subset of parameters of the COST 273 channel model are characterized for the outdoor-to-indoor scenario. The MPC parameters are extracted for 159 measurement locations using the RIMAX algorithm, and the clusters of MPCs are identified using an automated clustering approach. In particular, our clustering approach requires that all MPC parameters must be similar in order for the MPCs to form a cluster. For a subset of the locations, results of the automated clustering method are also cross-checked with an independent visual clustering. A statistical analysis of the identified clusters is performed for both the intra- and inter-cluster
properties. For the intra-cluster properties, the number of MPCs is observed to be exponentially distributed while the angle and delay-spreads are found to be log-normally distributed. For the inter-cluster properties, the distribution of number of clusters is found to be better represented by the exponential distribution rather than the Poisson distribution specified in the COST 273 model. The cluster delays are observed to follow a log-normal distribution.

I performed the statistical analysis on the clusters and wrote the manuscript. For MPC parameter extractions, I used a commercial implementation of RIMAX by MEDAV. Dr. Nicolai Czink performed the automated cluster identification on the processed MPC data. Prof. Andreas F. Molisch and Dr. Fredrik Tufvesson supervised the work.

5.1.3 Paper III: “A Statistical Model for Indoor Office Wireless Sensor Channels”

Sensor networks have recently attracted interest due to potential use in industrial, environmental, and safety-related applications. Though the indoor channel for elevated access-point to mobile/laptop scenario is well investigated, there are relatively few investigations on channels for sensor deployment scenarios. Such channels present some unique properties due to the nodes placed typically in close proximity to the walls and floor. This paper analyzes the spatial fading distribution for a range of canonical sensor deployment scenarios. The presented results are relevant to communicating within, and between, clusters of nodes.

Results indicate that the fading channel is mostly Ricean distributed for both the same-wall and opposite-wall scenarios, though the Ricean $K$-factors are often not very large. Contrary to the widely accepted assumption in published literature that the channel is AWGN at a small-enough distance, our measurements indicate that values of the Ricean $K$-factor do not, in general, increase monotonically as the Tx-Rx distance is reduced. A probability mixture model is proposed, with distance dependent parameters, to account for the distance dependent variations of the $K$-factors.

A simulation model that includes small- and large-scale fading effects is presented. According to the modeling approach, a sensor node placed anywhere within the spatial extent of a small-scale region will experience the channel statistics applicable to that region. Our model is relevant for SNR investigations and interference analysis between different links (small-scale regions) in the indoor office scenario.

I performed the analysis and modeling and also wrote the manuscript. Amit Singh and I did the measurements. Prof. Andreas F. Molisch and Dr. Fredrik Tufvesson supervised the work.

Outdoor short-range sensor networks are of interest for surveillance, environmental monitoring, and communications applications. The scenario most relevant for practical applications has the nodes at fixed positions near the ground, so that temporal variations occur only due to people/objects moving in the vicinity of the sensors. This paper presents sample results to characterize such channels.

The channel statistics of both the LOS path and the overall narrowband signal are non-stationary. Our analysis of the simultaneously measured links shows that the Rx signal strength is influenced significantly only when the LOS path is blocked. This means that for surveillance applications, it may not be sufficient to monitor the LOS path only but other small-scale parameters should additionally be used. A generic approach was presented to model temporally correlated samples of the narrowband channel. The time-variant Doppler spectrum of the channel’s scattered components was shown to have a distinct pattern associated with the walking person (intruder). These characteristics can be valuable for early intruder detection schemes since significant spectral peaks are visible before the LOS crossing instant.

I wrote the manuscript, performed the analysis and modeling, except for the spectrum modeling of the channel’s residue component, to which Telmo Santos has contributed. Amit Singh and I did the measurements. Prof. Andreas F. Molisch and Dr. Fredrik Tufvesson supervised the work.

5.2 Conclusions and Future Work

The wireless propagation channel significantly influences the received signal, so that it needs to be modeled effectively. Extensive measurements are required both for investigating the validity of theoretical models and postulating models based on measurements. Such measurements, analysis, and modeling have been the topic of this thesis.

Channel models are required to capture essential properties of the channel, e.g., it is well known that link-correlations in a MIMO channel will influence the type of gain achievable by MIMO techniques. Simultaneously, a model is also desired to be simple to use. In the context of MIMO systems, e.g., the Kronecker model has found widespread use in part because of its simple implementation, a factor that cannot be overlooked. Especially now, as MIMO systems are gradually incorporated into standards and products, the trade-
off between complexity and feature-richness will be more in focus. While one
is proposing simple models, I believe that clearly listing both the strengths
and limitations of the model would help the intended user to make informed
choices. On the other hand, for more complex models that may require many
independent measurements to put numbers to parameters, I think it might help
prospective users if the model were presented in a modular fashion with the
possibility to have increasing feature-richness with complexity.

For double-directional analysis, different channel parameter estimation al-
gorithms are in use in the research community. For paper I, we use the SAGE
and later for paper II a commercial RIMAX implementation is used. It would
be of interest to set up reference measurement scenarios where the performance
of the two algorithms could be compared, with complete antenna data models.
In this context it would be useful to gather additional information on the effects
of incomplete data models as pointed out by Landmann et al [63].

The use of MPC clusters to describe the wireless channel has gained gradual
acceptance. All major channel models, e.g. 3GPP SCM, WINNER, COST 273
etc. are based on the concept of MPC clusters. In view of the typically large
volumes of data generated by processed MIMO measurements, I think that
automated approaches for cluster identification should be the preferred way for
doing cluster analysis. Furthermore, this approach also provides an inherent
definition of a cluster.

The WSS assumption is invariably used in the theoretical analysis of wireless
channels. Though in measured channels, stationarity intervals occur side by
side with periods of non-stationarity such that, for analysis, the extent of a
stationarity interval needs to be determined. I think this aspect should always
be given careful consideration when analyzing measurement data. Of course
one also has to consider the often competing requirement of having sufficient
independent samples for statistical analysis. In paper II a moving average of
Rx power is used to determine stationarity regions whereas in paper III the
correlation between averaged power delay profiles is used for the same purpose.
This is however an open topic of research and I think new methods will continue
to be proposed.

For sensor scenarios, it would be of interest to track in time the location
of the one or more people influencing the links during measurements. Also, I
think that investigating the link correlations in more detail would be of interest
in the context of distributed MIMO systems.
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Abstract

The outdoor-to-indoor wireless propagation channel is of interest for cellular and wireless LAN applications. This paper presents measurement results and analysis based on our multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) measurement campaign, which is one of the first to characterize the outdoor-to-indoor channel. Measurements were performed at 5.2 GHz; the receiver was placed indoors at 53 different locations in an office building, the transmitter was placed at three "base station" positions on a nearby rooftop. We report on the root mean square (RMS) angular spread, building penetration, and other statistical parameters characterizing the channel. Our analysis is focused on three MIMO channel assumptions often used in stochastic models. (i) It is commonly assumed that the channel matrix can be represented as a sum of a line-of-sight (LOS) contribution and a zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution; our investigation shows that this model does not adequately represent our measurement data. (ii) It is often assumed that the Rician $K$-factor is equal to the power ratio of the LOS component and the other multipath components (MPCs); we show that this is not the case and we highlight the difference between the Ricean $K$-factor often associated with LOS channels, and a similar power ratio for the estimated LOS MPC. (iii) A widespread assumption is that the full correlation matrix of the channel can be decomposed into a Kronecker product of the correlation matrices at transmit and receive array. Our investigations show that the direction-of-arrival (DOA) spectrum depends noticeably on the direction-of-departure (DOD), therefore the Kronecker model is not applicable and models with less restrictive assumptions on the channel, e.g., the Weichselberger model or the full correlation model, should be used.

1 Introduction

MIMO systems can result in tremendous capacity improvements over single antenna systems [1], [2]. However, the capacity gains depend on the propagation channel in which the system operates. The most important requirement for any channel model is agreement with reality, hence measurement of propagation channels and subsequent parameterization of models based on these measurements are critically important. There are a number of double-directional outdoor-to-outdoor and indoor-to-indoor measurement results reported in the literature, e.g., [3], [4], [5], [6], and [7]. However, there has been a remarkable lack of outdoor-to-indoor measurement results, though the outdoor-to-indoor scenario has important applications for voice-data transmission in third generation cellular systems, as well as wireless LANs. The measurement campaign reported in this paper (first published in [8]), together with [9] and [10] are the first published results of outdoor-to-indoor measurements characterizing the MIMO channel.

There are two main categories of channel models for MIMO systems, both of which will be used in this paper; the double-directional channel models [3] describe the MIMO channel by parameters of the multipath components; DOD, DOA, delay, and complex amplitudes. A double-directional channel characterization is highly useful because it is independent of antenna configurations and describes the physical propagation alone, and serves to point out the dominant propagation mechanisms. On the other hand, analytical channel models describe the statistics of the transfer function matrix; each entry in that matrix gives the transfer function from the $i$-th transmit to the $j$-th receive antenna element. Almost all of the analytical channel models, with the exception of the keyhole model [11], are based on the assumption that the entries of the transfer function matrix are zero-mean complex Gaussian, with the possible addition of a LOS component. Furthermore, many models describe the correlation matrix of those entries as a Kronecker product of the correlation matrices at the transmit and receive side. The first assumption has, to our knowledge, generally remained unquestioned. The Kronecker assumption has been discussed more extensively recently [13], [7]. While measurement data from outdoor scenarios seem to indicate good agreement with this assumption [13], indoor data seem to deviate more [14], and as a consequence a more general model has, e.g., been developed by Weichselberger et al. [7].

In this paper we present the results of a double-directional MIMO channel measurement campaign, for an outdoor-to-indoor office scenario, carried out at 5.2 GHz, and evaluate the validity of the standard assumptions of analytical channel models (first results were published in [15]). Our main contributions are:

- We analyze the DOD and DOA, and discuss the dominant propagation mechanisms.
- We give the distributions of RMS directional spreads and delay spreads.

\footnote{With the exception of the rare “keyhole scenario”, see [11], [12].}
We present a statistical analysis of the measured fading and compare it with popular models.

We investigate the validity of the “LOS-plus-Gaussian-remainder” assumption, and show that it does not hold for all measurement locations in our campaign.

We explain this result by investigating in detail the difference between “LOS power factor” and “Rician K-factor”.

We analyze the validity of the Kronecker model, and present detailed results on the coupling between DOAs and DODs.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the measurement setup and scenario, and the procedure for data evaluation, whereas in Sec. III, the physical propagation processes are described. Furthermore, Sec. IV contains an analysis of the dispersion in angular and delay domains, and Sec. V compares three analytical channel models. Finally, in Sec. VI, we summarize the results.

2 Measurement Setup and Evaluation

2.1 Equipment and Scenario

For the measurements, we used the RUSK ATM [16] channel sounder to measure the transfer function between transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) antenna elements. This sounder uses the multiplexing principle (subsequently connecting the Tx, and Rx, antenna elements to the RF chains) for obtaining MIMO transfer function matrices. Measurements were performed at a center frequency of 5.2 GHz and a signal bandwidth of 120 MHz, using a transmit power of 33 dBm. The Tx antenna was an 8-element dual polarized uniform linear array (ULA) of patch elements with element spacing $\approx \lambda/2$ (half-wavelength); we only considered the 8 vertically polarized elements in our analysis. The Rx antenna was a 16-element uniform circular array (UCA) of vertically polarized monopole elements, radius $\approx \lambda$. Both array configurations were calibrated prior to measurement so that array response data was available for application of high resolution algorithms. The Tx signal had a period of 1.6 $\mu$s and the sampling time for one MIMO snapshot was 819 $\mu$s, which is within the coherence time of the channel. At each Rx location, 13 snapshots were measured with a time spacing of 4.1 ms between successive snapshots. Our measurement results directly give the channel transfer function matrix sampled at 193 frequency sub-channels. For the double-directional channel characterization, we needed the parameters delay, DOA, DOD, and complex amplitude of the MPCs. Those were obtained with the high-resolution SAGE algorithm [17], see Sec. 2.2 for details.

The test site is the E building at LTH, Lund University, Sweden; a map of the site is shown in Fig. 1. The transmitter was placed at 3 different positions on the roof of a nearby building. For each Tx position, the receiver was placed at 53 measurement positions located in 8 different rooms and the corridor between the rooms. Measurement positions in each room were placed on a $3 \times 3$ grid spanning an area of approximately $6 \times 3$ m$^2$; the three positions in north - south direction were
denoted north, middle and south, and the three positions in east-west direction were denoted east, middle and west. The Rx position in a room was described by a pair of letters suffixed to the room number, to indicate north-south and east-west position, respectively. As a sample result, Fig. 1 shows the strongest four of the estimated MPCs for Tx position 1, and receiver placed at 2334NM.

2.2 SAGE Analysis

Signal Model

The data evaluation is based on the assumption that the received and transmitted signals can be described as a finite number of plane waves [18]:

\[ h_{m,n} \left( k, i, \alpha_l, \tau_l, \phi_{Rx}^l, \phi_{Tx}^l, \nu_l \right) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \alpha_l e^{-j2\pi \tau_l} G_{Tx} \left( n, \phi_{Tx}^l \right) G_{Rx} \left( m, \phi_{Rx}^l \right) e^{j2\pi \nu_l}, \]
where \( L \) is the total number of extracted MPCs, \( \alpha_l, \tau_l, \phi_l^R, \phi_l^T, \nu_l \) are complex amplitude, delay, DOA in azimuth, DOD in azimuth and Doppler frequency, respectively, of the \( l \)-th MPC. The impact of elevation is neglected. Furthermore \( k, i, m, n, G_{Rx}, G_{Tx} \) are frequency sub-channel index, snapshot index, Rx element number, Tx element number, Rx antenna pattern and Tx antenna pattern, respectively. Based on this data model the SAGE algorithm can, using an iterative method, provide a maximum-likelihood estimate of the MPC parameters from the measured transfer functions. In our evaluations, we used 30 iterations of the algorithm.

All 13 snapshots that were taken at a given Rx position were used in data processing, 40 MPCs being extracted from each measurement position. The path parameters, DOA, DOD, and delay were cross-checked at a number of positions with the geometry of the measurement site, and provided a good match. It must be stressed that high-resolution algorithms based on the sum-of-plane-waves model cannot explain all possible propagation processes. For example, diffuse reflections, as well as spherical waves, are not covered by the model of Eq. (1). For this reason, the total power of the MPCs extracted by SAGE does not necessarily equal the total power of the signals observed at the antenna elements. This can be compounded by the fact that for some locations, more than 40 MPCs might carry significant energy. A quantitative discussion of this is given in Sec. 2.2.

The estimated Doppler frequency for most MPCs was less than 1 Hz, though at a few locations, Doppler frequencies of around 2-3 Hz were measured. Since the inverse of the Doppler frequency was significantly larger than the total measurement duration of 13 snapshots, this indicates a relatively static measurement scenario.

**Relative Extracted Power**

The received power estimated by SAGE is dependent on, e.g., the environment and the number of extracted MPCs, \( L \). The relative extracted power is computed as

\[
Q(L) = \frac{\|\hat{H}(L)\|^2}{\|H_{\text{meas}}\|_F^2 - \hat{\sigma}_n^2},
\]

where \( H_{\text{meas}} \) is the measured transfer matrix, \( \hat{H}(L) \) is the channel matrix reconstructed from the SAGE estimates of \( L = 40 \) MPCs inserted into the channel model of Eq. 1. The estimate of the noise power, \( \hat{\sigma}_n^2 \), was calculated at each measurement.

---

3We use the following notation throughout the paper: \( \hat{A} \) denotes estimate of \( A \), \( \|A\|_F \) denotes Frobenius norm of matrix \( A \), \( A^T \) denotes transpose(\( A \)), \( A^* \) denotes conjugate(\( A \)), \( A^H \) denotes \( (A^*)^T \), and \( A \odot B \) is the element-wise product of \( A \) with matrix \( B \). Lastly, \( G \) is a random matrix with elements which are independent identically distributed zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with unit variance.
Figure 2: CDF of power captured by 40 estimated MPCs, expressed as the percentage of the power calculated from measured transfer matrix. All 159 measurement positions have been used in calculating the CDF.

Position as

$$\hat{\sigma}^2_n = \sum_{i=1}^{I-1} \frac{\|H_{i+1} - H_i\|^2}{2(I-1)}$$

where $H_i$ is the measured channel transfer matrix for the $i$–th snapshot, and $I$ is the total number of snapshots. This noise estimation was possible because we have an (approximately) time-invariant channel, which we confirmed from our measurements (see above). The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the relative extracted power is shown for all 159 locations in Fig. 2. As seen from the figure, the extracted power with a source order of 40, varies significantly over the measurement locations. In the majority of measurement locations more than 85% of the power is captured, though at some positions only about 60% of the power is captured.

Source order Effects

For different initial estimates of the source order, we have investigated the mean square reconstruction error between measured data and the matrix reconstructed from MPC parameters estimated by SAGE. For each initial estimate of the source order, in the range from 1 to 100 MPCs, the mean square relative reconstruction error
was defined as

\[ \text{MSRRE} = E \left[ \frac{\| H_{\text{meas}} - \hat{H}_{\text{reconstruct}} \|^2_F}{\| H_{\text{meas}} \|^2_F} \right], \]  

where \( H_{\text{meas}} \) is the \( N_R \times N_T \) measured channel and \( \hat{H}_{\text{reconstruct}} \) is the matrix reconstructed by Eq. (1) from MPCs estimated by SAGE. The expectation is over different frequency sub channels in one measured time snapshot which we use as realizations of the channel. The error from Eq. (4) is plotted in Fig. 3 for a typical LOS and NLOS scenario. It can be observed from Fig. 3 that as we increase the source order (collect more MPCs), the slope of the reconstruction error flattens out which can be interpreted as an indication that we begin to estimate noise spikes (or that we begin to estimate wave parameters that have small correlation peaks in the M-step of the SAGE). By extracting 40 MPCs at each location, we are not in the flat part of the reconstruction error curve which suggests that we do not estimate noise spikes as specular components. As a further check, we have also verified for each measurement that the difference in power between the strongest and weakest MPCs estimated by SAGE is within the dynamic range of our channel sounder, and within the sum (in dB) of the correlation gain provided by SAGE and the measurement SNR at the respective location so as to lower the probability that we estimate noise spikes. Though Fig. 3 may suggest that extracting 40 MPCs could lead to an under-estimated source order, especially for the NLOS scenarios, we believe (based on sample evaluations not presented here) that the potential difference in source order will not alter significantly the results presented in this paper. In general, correct source order estimation is an open research topic, and in the extreme case a source order of a few thousand has been used [19].

3 Physical Propagation Processes

In Fig. 4 the 40 extracted MPCs are plotted for each of the 53 Rx positions corresponding to Tx position 1. The line lengths represent the MPC amplitudes at each measurement location, relative to the strongest MPC at the same location.

This figure allows us to make some important conclusions about the dominant propagation processes:

- In the north rooms, propagation through walls and windows shows almost equal efficiency, as one can see from the (relative) strength of the LOS components in the different rooms. The reason lies in the strong attenuation by the windows as well as the walls. The (exterior) walls consist of bricks and reinforced concrete, whereas the windows are coated with a metallic film for energy conservation. In most countries with cold climate, such metal-coated windows are typically used in residential and office buildings.
Figure 3: Mean square relative reconstruction error between measured data and the SAGE signal model for different source order. A typical LOS and NLOS scenario are shown.

Figure 4: DOAs at all receiver positions for transmit position 1. North corresponds to 180° DOA.
and windows showed that the attenuation of the windows is actually slightly larger than the attenuation of the walls.

- Reflection and diffraction by the window frames are efficient propagation mechanisms. This is evident, e.g., from the DOAs in the rooms 2334 and 2336. It is especially noteworthy that the propagation via the frames of the windows results in an attenuation similar to the attenuation of the brick wall, e.g., see the delay-azimuth plots for position Tx1Rx2336NM in Fig. 5.

- Each window is split into two glass panes, by a horizontal middle section with a metal handle and locking mechanism. There are strong MPCs coming from the window direction, see e.g., position Tx1Rx2336NM. The delay-azimuth plot in Fig. 5 shows a number of MPCs of similar strength and very similar delays (note that the DOAs are around 180° which corresponds to the window direction).

- For some south rooms, propagation through north rooms via doors constitutes a strong propagation mechanism. This is clearly seen, e.g., in the delay-azimuth plot for position Tx1Rx2343SM in Fig. 5.

- There are strong reflections observed in the south rooms, coming from south. These reflections are from structures along the south walls of the rooms, e.g., metal pipes of heaters mounted on the south wall; refer Fig. 5 for position Tx1Rx2343SM.

- While the strengths of the MPCs are differing widely, the directions of the MPCs are more uniformly distributed. Typically, only two or three MPCs show similar DOAs, e.g., refer Fig. 4. All DODs, on the other hand, are closely grouped together.

Similar results were observed for all three Tx positions.

4 Statistical Analysis of Angular and Delay Dispersion

4.1 Angular Dispersion

The angular dispersion is an important parameter for the characterization of a spatial channel. In this paper we use direction-spread [20] as a measure for the angular dispersion. The direction-spread parameter does not suffer from the ambiguity related to the choice of the origin of the coordinate system. The RMS direction-spread is calculated as:

\[
\sigma_{\text{ang}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{L} \sum_{l=1}^{L} |e^{j\phi_l} - \mu_{\text{ang}}|^2 P_{\text{ang}}(\phi)},
\]

In [20] "direction" is given by the unity vector in the spherical coordinate system. The direction-spread is a dimensionless quantity.
Figure 5: Joint delay-azimuth plot for two Rx positions. The marker diameter is scaled according to the relative power (dB) of each MPC, and the MPC powers are normalized with the power of the strongest MPC extracted at the respective Rx position. Measurement position is indicated in each subplot. Note the different scaling for the delay axis.
Figure 6: CDFs of the RMS DOA spread. The subplots from top to bottom are for the north rooms, south rooms, and the corridor, respectively.

where

\[ \mu_{\text{ang}} = \sum_{l=1}^{L} e^{j \phi_l} P_{\text{ang}}(\phi_l). \] (6)

\( P_{\text{ang}}(\phi_l) \) is the angular power spectrum normalized as \( \sum_{l} P_{\text{ang}}(\phi_l) = 1 \). Figs. 6 and 7 present the CDF of the DOA and DOD spreads for different Tx and Rx locations. The differences between the north and the south rooms are evident, especially at the Rx side. In the corridor, the spread is close to that of the south offices. The mean direction-spreads are presented in Table 1. We can see immediately that the angular dispersion at the Rx is markedly higher than for the Tx; this result is intuitive, as the Tx is located outdoors and radiates only towards the Rx, while the Rx sees MPCs that can come through the windows and walls, or are reflected from walls all around the Rx. Furthermore, it is evident that the transmit position does not affect the mean value of the DOA spread, and there is no large difference in mean spread for the north rooms, corridor, and the south rooms. However, there are large differences in the DOD spread for the different transmit positions. The coupling between the DOAs and DODs will be discussed in Sec. 5.3.
Figure 7: CDFs of the RMS DOD spread. The subplots from top to bottom are for the north rooms, south rooms, and the corridor, respectively.

Table 1: Mean direction spread.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOA</th>
<th>$\bar{\sigma}_{\text{ang}}$</th>
<th>north rooms</th>
<th>corridor</th>
<th>south rooms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tx1</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx2</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx3</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOD</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{ang}}$</th>
<th>north rooms</th>
<th>corridor</th>
<th>south rooms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tx1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx2</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx3</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Delay Dispersion

The RMS delay spread roughly characterizes the multipath propagation in the delay domain and is conventionally defined as [21]

\[ \sigma = \sqrt{\tau^2 - (\bar{\tau})^2}, \]

where the mean excess delay, \( \bar{\tau} \), and the non-central second moment of the average power delay profile, \( \tau^2 \), are defined as [21]

\[ \bar{\tau} = \frac{\sum L P_{\text{del}} (\tau_l) \tau_l}{\sum L P_{\text{del}} (\tau_l)} \quad \text{and} \quad \tau^2 = \frac{\sum L P_{\text{del}} (\tau_l) \tau_l^2}{\sum L P_{\text{del}} (\tau_l)}, \]

where \( P_{\text{del}} (\tau_l) \) is the delay power spectrum and \( \tau_l \) is the delay of the \( l \)-th MPC.

Fig. 8 presents the CDF for the RMS delay spread in the north and south rooms. The delay spread has been evaluated using the MPCs as extracted from the SAGE algorithm. This has the drawback that diffuse contributions are not reflected in the obtained delay spreads (which therefore tend to be somewhat low). On the other hand, delay spread values that are extracted directly from the measured power delay profiles show much too high values, as noise contributions at large delays have a disproportionate influence. The usual technique of thresholding the PDP (for noise
reduction) cannot be applied in our case, since in some cases the measurement SNRs are too low for this purpose. Therefore, the delay spread values obtained from the MPC parameters were deemed more reliable.

For the measured outdoor-to-indoor scenario, a cluster analysis of the MPCs has also been performed in the delay-DOA-DOD parameter space. The results are reported in [22].

5 Statistical Analysis

5.1 LOS Scenario - Fading Statistics

It is widely assumed that in LOS scenarios the channel coefficients have a non-zero mean complex Gaussian distribution, this results in a Rician distribution of the amplitudes. The measured channel matrix can be modeled as the weighted sum of an estimated LOS contribution (deterministic), and a residue component drawn from a zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution [23]

\[
H_{\text{model}}(m) = \sqrt{\kappa} H_{\text{LOS}}^{(n)} + \sqrt{1 - \kappa} H_{\text{res}}^{(n)}(m) = \sqrt{\kappa} H_{\text{LOS}}^{(n)} + \sqrt{1 - \kappa} \cdot \text{un-vec} \left\{ \mathbf{R}^{1/2} \mathbf{G} \right\},
\]

where \(H_{\text{LOS}}\) is the LOS contribution, and \(H_{\text{res}}(m)\) is the residue in the \(m\)-th realization of the channel model, the superscript \((n)\) represents the fact that the matrices are normalized as \(E[\|H\|^2] = N_R N_T\). The scalar \(\kappa = \frac{\text{power in LOS component}}{\text{power in all other components}}\), where \(K_{\text{LOS}}\) is the LOS power factor defined as \(K_{\text{LOS}} = \frac{\text{power in LOS component}}{\text{power in all other components}}\) (see 5.2). The full-channel correlation matrix, \(R\), is estimated as

\[
\hat{R} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \text{vec} \left\{ \hat{H}_{\text{LOS}}^{(n)}(m) \right\}^{H} \text{vec} \left\{ \hat{H}_{\text{res}}^{(n)}(m) \right\}.
\]

In this work, a measured scenario is treated as a LOS scenario if the strongest estimated MPC has a DOA and DOD that correspond to the hypothetical line connecting Tx antenna to Rx antenna. Note that due to this definition of the LOS, a specific antenna element need not have LOS, even though the array is defined to be in an LOS scenario. We have analyzed the validity of the modeling approach in Eq. (9) for our LOS scenarios and found that it is not well fulfilled for all our measured data. For example, the data in Fig. 9 have been taken from a LOS scenario; the top figure shows that the magnitudes of the measured channel coefficients do not

\footnote{Note that the low SNR problem is mitigated when evaluating delay spread based on the MPCs. The SAGE algorithm estimates MPC parameters including delays by maximizing a correlation function. Due to a large correlation gain accumulated over a typical number of space, time, and frequency samples employed in measurements, the wave parameters can be reliably estimated from a noisy environment. The correlation gain from our measurement parameters, 16 × 8 MIMO, 193 frequency subchannels, and 13 time snapshots is in excess of 50 dB.}
Figure 9: Generalized Gamma CDF fit to data distribution for position Tx1Rx2334SM. The top figure shows the measured channel, whereas the bottom figure shows the estimated residue channel. Note that in the bottom figure, the Generalized Gamma curve is traced exactly over the Rayleigh curve.
exhibit a Rician distribution, though after subtracting the estimated LOS contribution, the residue component has a Rayleigh distribution. The CDF is based on the data from a single measurement location, such that both spatial realizations and the 193 frequency sub-channels constitute the statistical ensemble. In an attempt to fit various theoretical distributions to the amplitude of the LOS data, we found that the generalized Gamma distribution [24], [25] best represented our measurements. The CDF of the distribution can be expressed as the incomplete Gamma function [26]

$$\text{Prob}_{gg}(r < r_0) = P\left(\alpha, \left(\frac{r_0}{\beta}\right)^\alpha\right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $P(\cdot)$ is the incomplete Gamma function, and $\alpha, \beta$, and $c$ are the distribution parameters with $\beta = \sqrt{\mathbb{E}[r^2] \Gamma(\alpha)} / \Gamma(c\alpha + 2)$, and $\Gamma(\cdot)$ is the Gamma function [27]. For all LOS scenarios that were analyzed, the theoretical CDF of Eq. (12) provided a good fit to the measured data with $\alpha$ in the range $1.2 - 3.5$ and $c$ in the range $0.7 - 1.6$. For the residue channel as well as NLOS scenarios, the parameter values $c = 2$, $\alpha = 1$, corresponding to a Rayleigh fading statistic [25], provide a good match to the measured data distribution.

The Generalized Gamma distribution has been used by [28] to represent a composite fading distribution. We investigated possible reasons why the fading distribution in our LOS scenarios deviated from the “standard” model, and found that some Rx elements experienced shadow fading, i.e., mean received power at the Rx elements varied considerably over the array. The shadow fading was a consequence of the absorber\(^7\) which was part of the array construction, see Fig. 10 (a). The Fig. 10 (b) together with Fig. 11 illustrates how the absorber attenuates the LOS contribution received at the back elements of the array. Therefore, the fading distribution of the channel coefficients becomes a function of which Rx elements are considered for the ensemble. We conjecture that a similar effect would be found with a circular array of patch antennas. Thus, as an important consequence of our investigation, we find that the “standard” model of Eq. (9) is applicable for some specific receiver configurations, and the definition of, e.g., a Rice factor based on the model is meaningful. However, the model is not universally applicable, i.e., in LOS scenarios the small-scale fading statistics may not necessarily be Rician. In our case, it is shadowing due to the array configuration which causes a composite fading distribution over a small-scale area, the Rx array, and the Generalized Gamma distribution rather than the Rician is in good agreement with the measured LOS data.

\(^7\)The absorber suppresses the back-lobe of the elements; this means a lower probability of locking into false and local minima in the iterative estimation procedure and hence better performance of the high-resolution algorithm.
**Figure 10:** (a) Rx array is a 16-element vertically polarized uniform circular array, absorber shown in the middle. (b) Orientation of UCA elements with respect to angle measure 0 to 180 deg in either direction of rotation. The element numbers (1-16) are indicated along the circumference of the UCA, and the arcs relate Rx elements to corresponding CDFs in Fig. 11.

**Figure 11:** Measured channel: Effect of selecting Rx elements on the fading distribution of the channel coefficients. Position Tx2Rx2337ME.
5.2 LOS Power Factor and Rician $K$-factor

We make a distinction between the conventional Rician $K$-factor, $K_{\text{Rice}}$, and what we term the LOS-power-factor, $K_{\text{LOS}}$. We define the latter as

$$K_{\text{LOS}} = \frac{E \left[ \left\| \hat{H}_{\text{LOS}} \right\|^2_F \right]}{E \left[ \left\| \hat{H}_{\text{res}} \right\|^2_F \right]}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

It is essentially the ratio between the power in the estimated LOS component and the power in all other components. The LOS estimate, $\hat{H}_{\text{LOS}}$, can be extracted from a high resolution algorithm, such as SAGE, by inserting channel parameters of the LOS path into the signal model assumed by the algorithm. Note that matrices with un-normalized power are used in calculating $K_{\text{LOS}}$.

It should be stressed that $K_{\text{LOS}}$ is different from $K_{\text{Rice}}$; the LOS power factor relates physically to the LOS component, which is strong, but not necessarily the only strong component present in the measured scenario. Still, it can be uniquely identified in a MIMO scenario by its DOA, and DOD (they have to agree with the angles that correspond to the “direct line” between Tx and Rx antennas). On the other hand, $K_{\text{Rice}}$ is a characteristic parameter of the Rician amplitude distribution. It is conventionally related to the narrowband amplitude distribution; even when it is used to describe the amplitude characteristics of the first delay bin, it does not have a strict correspondence to the LOS component. The Rician $K$-factors can be extracted, e.g., with the method-of-moments as suggested by Greenstein et al. [29].

Table 2 compares the estimated values of $K_{\text{Rice}}$ and $K_{\text{LOS}}$ in some of our measured locations. A fair comparison between the two parameters requires that the fading distribution in question is Rician, as it would only then be meaningful to talk of a Rician $K$-factor. To avoid the absorber effect discussed in Sec. 5.1, we selected a subset of 4 consecutive Rx elements at each measurement location (column 2 in Table 2). The selected elements for each measurement position form an arc, which contains the DOA of the respective LOS MPC. The results shown in Table 2 indicate a general trend that the LOS power factor is different from $K_{\text{Rice}}$. Furthermore, we propose to use $K_{\text{LOS}}$ rather than $K_{\text{Rice}}$ in modeling LOS scenarios as in Eq. (9). The relative performance of the two metrics in modeling a LOS scenario is discussed further in Sec. 5.3, refer Fig. 14.

5.3 Inter-Connection Between DOAs and DODs

As a third topic of our investigation, we analyze the coupling between the DOAs and DODs. In Fig. 12 the joint DOA-DOD spectrum is shown for one Rx position corresponding to Tx position 1. The plot shows that the joint DOA-DOD spectrum is not separable into the marginal angular spectra. To quantify this effect, we investigate three analytical channel models that make different assumptions about the coupling between DOAs and DODs. All three models share the common assumption that the channel matrix has zero-mean complex Gaussian entries. For analyzing the LOS
Table 2: Comparison of LOS power factor and Ricean K-factor in a Ricean channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Rx elements</th>
<th>(K_{LOS})</th>
<th>(K_{Rice})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tx1 Rx2334MM</td>
<td>8-11</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx1 Rx2334SM</td>
<td>8-11</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx1 Rx2337NM</td>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx2 Rx2337ME</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx2 Rx2336NM</td>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

scenarios, we consider only a subset of the full LOS channel matrix, i.e., those rows in the matrix that correspond to Rx elements which receive the LOS component free from absorber effect. The analysis in Sec. 5.1 and 5.2 guarantees that the subset channel has Rician fading. We then model this subset channel according to Eq. (9), where only \(H_{res}\) is modeled by the zero-mean Gaussian models. For NLOS scenarios, no such limitation exists and we can test the model validity for larger channel matrices.

Kronecker model

The Kronecker model [13] [6] approximates the full channel correlation matrix, \(R\), by the Kronecker product of the transmit and receive antenna correlation matrices; \(R_{Tx}\) and \(R_{Rx}\) respectively. Equivalently, the MIMO channel matrix is modeled as

\[
H_{Kron} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\text{tr}(R_{Rx})}} \hat{R}_{Rx}^{\frac{1}{2}} \hat{G} \hat{R}_{Tx}^{\frac{3}{2}}.
\]  

(14)

The Kronecker model assumes that the DOA spectrum, and hence the structure of the Rx correlation matrix does not change for different DODs. In the context of Fig. 12, the Kronecker assumption when fulfilled would imply a rectangular structure, i.e., if one groups estimated DODs into narrow angular bins, where each bin results in a set of DOAs and path powers according to Eq. (1), the Kronecker assumption is considered fulfilled if the DOA power spectrum for each of the DOD bins is similar.

We have analyzed the validity of the Kronecker model both for LOS and NLOS scenarios. Fig. 13 shows the modeled ergodic capacity plotted against the measured one for a number of measurement locations. In the top-figure, a \(2 \times 8\) LOS setup, the Kronecker model deviates only very little from the measured results. This nice fit is due to the small rank of the channel matrix [30]. The bottom half of Fig. 13 is a \(16 \times 8\) NLOS setup. This setup shows large deviations between the modeled and measured capacity due to the Kronecker assumption about the joint DOA-DOD spectrum. In [7] it is suggested that the Kronecker model, in general, underestimates the channel capacity. This is validated for the outdoor-to-indoor scenario by our results.

\*However, the total power in the spectrum, a scale factor for the correlation matrix, is allowed to change.
Note that LOS locations considered in Fig. 13 have a measured SNR in the range of 14–20 dB. When computing ergodic capacity at those locations, evaluation SNR in the capacity formula was always set to 10 dB below the corresponding measured value. In previous work [12] that analyzes the impact of measurement noise on capacity, it was established that even for a “keyhole” MIMO channel (in which the capacity is very sensitive to measurement noise) the capacity is correct as long as the measurement SNR is 10 dB better than the evaluation SNR. Thus our reported results are not influenced by measurement noise. For NLOS scenarios considered in Fig. 13, the measurement SNR was in a considerably lower range of 1-13 dB. However, we mitigated measurement noise at each location by coherently averaging channel matrices over the available 13 time snapshots; this improves measurement SNR by a factor exceeding 10 dB. For capacity evaluation we always use the noise-suppressed channel matrices and set evaluation-SNR in the capacity formula to the unprocessed value of measured SNR so that we have a 10 dB difference between measured and evaluation SNR. Therefore, our NLOS capacity results also represent the true channel capacity.

Virtual Channel Representation
The virtual channel representation (VCR) was introduced in [31] for a ULA at each link end, and allows arbitrary coupling between pre-determined directions at the Tx and Rx sides. The model uses discrete Fourier transform matrices $A_{Rx}$ and $A_{Tx}$ at respective link ends, such that the measured channel and the virtual channel are
unitarily equivalent. The realizations of the channel model can be generated as

\[ H_{VCR} = A_{Rx} \left( \tilde{\Omega} \odot G \right) A_{Tx}^T. \]  

(15)

The columns of \( A_{Rx} \) and \( A_{Tx} \) are based on the array response (steering) vectors computed at fixed virtual directions, and the matrix \( \tilde{\Omega} \) is the element-wise square root of the power coupling matrix \( \Omega \); the entry \( \Omega_{ij} \) gives the average power coupled between the \( i \)-th receive and \( j \)-th transmit direction. This beamforming approach thus incorporates the antenna array effects. However, since the directions are pre-determined and scatterers within the spatial resolution of the array will not be resolved, it is possible that the true spatial characteristics of the channel will not be rendered accurately for some scenarios.

In our measurement setup, the Rx array was not a ULA, but rather a UCA with an absorber in the center. We thus use a generalization of Eq. (15) that combines the standard (virtual channel model) at the Tx side, with a “canonical” representation, based on the channel statistics, at the Rx side

\[ H_{VCR} = \hat{U}_{Rx} \left( \tilde{\Omega} \odot G \right) A_{Tx}^T, \]

where \( \hat{U}_{Rx} \) is an estimate of the receive eigenvector matrix obtained by eigenvalue decomposition of \( \hat{R}_{Rx} \). In Fig. 13 the ergodic capacities computed from this model are also shown. For the \( 16 \times 8 \) NLOS setup, the capacity from this model tends to slightly over-estimate the measured values.

**Weichselberger Model**

Like the Kronecker model, the Weichselberger model [7] represents the measured channel in the eigenvector domain, though unlike the Kronecker model, it strives to model channel correlations jointly at both link ends. This is achieved by defining a power coupling matrix between the eigenvectors of the two link ends. The Weichselberger model assumes that the eigenvector matrix at the Rx is independent of which spatial Tx weight vector, i.e., DOD is considered. However, the corresponding eigenvalues of the spatial correlation matrix at Rx can differ for different DOD. The same argument applies to the reverse link. The physical interpretation of the modeling assumptions can be found in [7] wherein the channel is modeled as

\[ \hat{H}_{\text{weichsel}} = \hat{U}_{Rx} \left( \tilde{\Omega} \odot G \right) \hat{U}_{Tx}^T, \]  

(16)

where \( \hat{U}_{Rx} \) and \( \hat{U}_{Tx} \) are estimates of receive and transmit eigenvector matrices, obtained by eigenvalue decomposition of \( \hat{R}_{Rx} \) and \( \hat{R}_{Tx} \) respectively. The elements of the power coupling matrix \( \Omega_{ij} \) now give the average power coupled between the \( i \)-th receive and \( j \)-th transmit eigenvector; the matrix is estimated as

\[ \tilde{\Omega} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \left[ K \odot K^* \right], \]  

(17)
Figure 13: Scatter plot of average modeled capacity against average measured capacity of the channel. Top figure is for LOS 2X8 MIMO, bottom figure is for NLOS 16X8 MIMO. The identity line indicates points of no modelling error.

where \( \mathbf{K} = \left( \hat{\mathbf{U}}_R^H \mathbf{H}(m) \hat{\mathbf{U}}_T^* \right) \), and \( \mathbf{H}(m) \) is the \( m \)-th channel realization. It should be noted that the Kronecker model is a special case of the Weichselberger model. In Fig. 13 the ergodic capacity computed from the Weichselberger model is shown for the same measurement locations as for previous cases. Compared to the Kronecker model, the Weichselberger model provides a better fit to the measured data. This result is expected from Fig. 12, where the joint spectrum is not separable into the marginal spectra. The Weichselberger models fits measured data better than the VCR case as well. This can be explained because in the former case, the channel statistics determine the unitary matrices at both link ends. Our results, obtained for the outdoor-to-indoor scenario, are consistent with the observations in [7] which considered the pure indoor and outdoor cases separately. As a follow-up to Sec. 5.2, we use the Weichselberger model and the ergodic capacity as a metric to compare performance of \( K_{\text{Rice}} \) and \( K_{\text{LOS}} \) in modelling a LOS scenario according to Eq. (9). The plots are shown in Fig. 14 for a 2 \times 8 \text{ LOS setup. Though, the restriction to use a small rank LOS channel will result in a convergence of performance of the two metrics, from the figure the } K_{\text{LOS}} \text{ metric appears to perform better.}
Figure 14: Performance comparison of $K_{\text{LOS}}$ and $K_{\text{Rice}}$ in modelling an LOS scenario. The Weichselberger model is used in both cases.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the results of a double-directional measurement campaign for an outdoor-to-indoor office scenario. Our characterization of the outdoor-to-indoor scenario indicates that the angular dispersion at the outdoor link end is rather small, the mean direction-spread is in the range $0.09 - 0.24$. At the indoor link end, MPCs of significant energy arrive from all directions and consequently the angular dispersion is much larger, we observed mean direction-spreads in the range $0.69 - 0.82$. The delay spread was measured to be in the range of $5 - 25$ ns. By considering 40 MPC at each measured position, more than 85% of the received power could be accounted for in 60% of the 159 measurement locations.

Our statistical analysis shows that the widely used assumption in MIMO channel modeling, that the channel can be represented as a sum of a weighted LOS component plus a zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution may not adequately represent measured data; in general the small-scale fading in a LOS scenario may not be Rician; we observed a composite fading distribution, caused by our antenna configuration and found the Generalized Gamma distribution a useful tool for verifying this. Furthermore, we have highlighted the difference between the LOS power factor and the Rician $K$-factor, and support this assertion with measured data from a Rician fading channel. We show that the DOA spectrum depends noticeably on the DOD. Using ergodic channel capacity as a metric, we have compared the performance of the Kronecker, VCR, and Weichselberger models for the outdoor-to-indoor scenario. The Kronecker model is not applicable in our case due to the breakdown of the DOA-DOD decou-
pling assumptions; this holds true even for the NLOS scenarios. Compared to the VCR model, the Weichselberger model provides a better fit to the measured capacity for both LOS and NLOS scenarios.

Our results can serve as a basis for understanding outdoor-to-indoor MIMO channels, and have served as an input to the COST 273 MIMO channel model [32].
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A Cluster-based Analysis of Outdoor-to-Indoor Office MIMO Measurements at 5.2 GHz

Abstract

In this paper, we present a cluster based analysis of an outdoor-to-indoor Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) measurement campaign, and extract model parameters for the COST273 channel model. The measurements were performed at 5.2 GHz for 159 measurement locations in an office building. Multipath component (MPC) parameters have been extracted for these positions using a high-resolution algorithm. We analyze the clustering of MPCs, i.e., grouping together of MPCs with similar DOAs, DODs, and delays. We compare cluster identification by visual inspection to automatic identification by the recently proposed algorithm of Czink et al. In the paper we include results on the intercluster properties such as the distribution of the number of clusters and the cluster powers, as well as intrachannel properties such as the angle and delay spreads within the clusters. In particular, we extract parameters for the COST 273 channel model, a standardized generic model for MIMO propagation channels.
1 Introduction

Multiple antennas at both receiver and transmitter can result in tremendous capacity improvements compared to single antenna systems. Ultimately, the capacity gains depend on the propagation channel in which the system is operating. The establishment of good channel models is therefore essential both for the development of new algorithms for signal processing, modulation and coding, and for the unified testing of different system proposals. A number of standardized channel models have been developed for the testing of specific systems, e.g., the 3GPP model for outdoor cellular communications [1] and the 802.11n model for indoor wireless LANs [2]. However, those models do not cover some important scenarios, especially the case where the base station is outdoors, and the mobile station is indoors. In recent conference contributions [3] [4], we presented measurement results for the outdoor-to-indoor case and presented some typical parameters like total rms angular spread. In the current paper, we use those measurements to derive a subset of the COST 273 model parameters that can be implemented for system testing.

In measured MIMO propagation channels the MPCs tend to occur in clusters, i.e., groups of MPCs with similar parameters, delay, direction of arrival (DOA), and direction of departure (DOD) [5], [6]. It is important that channel models correctly reflect this clustering property [7]. For example, the results in [8], indicate that channel models disregarding clustering effects overestimate capacity. Furthermore, from an aspect of system-level testing, it is convenient to model the propagation channel in terms of cluster properties rather than modeling the behavior of individual MPCs. It is for these reasons that clustering in MIMO propagation channels is actively researched, e.g., [6] [9] [10], and also included in many channel models. In particular, the European COST 273 [11] action has developed a general MIMO channel model that describes parameters for the MPC clusters occurring in the propagation channel. This description can be broadly categorized as intercluster and intracluster parameters which characterize the clusters and MPCs within clusters, respectively. The model is general enough to allow description of many different scenarios, e.g., cellular, WLAN, fixed wireless, and peer-to-peer communications.

In this paper we establish a set of parameters, for the clustered stochastic MIMO channel model for the outdoor-to-indoor case. The parameters are based on the COST 273 generic channel model and fitted with the results from our measurements. Though the COST 273 model is applicable both to time-variant and static channels, in this paper we characterize a static environment only. For that goal, we first perform a cluster identification; using both visual inspection and an automatic clustering algorithm [12]. In the remainder of the paper we include detailed results on the intercluster and intracluster properties, including cluster power distributions, and intracluster delay spreads and angular spreads.
2 Measurement setup

The measurement setup is described in detail in [3] and summarized here for the convenience of the reader. Measurement data were recorded with the RUSK ATM channel sounder. The measurements were performed at a center frequency of 5.2 GHz and a signal bandwidth of 120 MHz. The transmit antenna was an 8 element dual polarized uniform linear patch array and the receive antenna was a 16-element uniform circular array with vertically polarized monopole elements. The channel was seen to be static and this was confirmed by the measurements.

We have extracted MPC parameters for the 159 measurement positions using the high-resolution RIMAX algorithm [13]. At each measurement position we have extracted the parameters delay, DOA, DOD, and complex path-weights for up to 50 MPCs. It must be stressed that high-resolution algorithms based on the sum-of-plane-waves model cannot explain all possible propagation processes, especially not in the indoor environment where the receive antenna sometimes was located close to some scatterers. However, the RIMAX algorithm estimates the parameters for the diffuse scattering component of the measured channel. The path parameters, DOA, DOD, and delay were cross-checked at a number of positions with the geometry of the measurement site, and provided a good match.

3 Comparison of Clustering Approaches

Clustering of MPCs, i.e., identification of MPCs that have similar parameters, is conventionally performed by visual inspection, e.g., [10], [14], [15]. To utilize the large data set from our 159 measurement locations, we have performed clustering with an automated algorithm proposed in [12]. For selected measurement locations, we also performed a visual cluster identification by a joint-inspection of parameter extraction results. The delay, DOA azimuth and DOD azimuth domains were jointly employed for clustering in both methods. Note that our cluster analysis is based on plane waves only and disregards the diffuse contributions.

For the visual inspection, a cluster was identified as a set of MPCs with similar delay, DOA, and DOD parameters - note that we require that all of the parameters must be similar in order for the MPCs to form a cluster. We also investigated the physical propagation mechanisms of the MPCs (e.g., reflections via specific objects), and required that MPCs belonging to a cluster should have the same physical propagation mechanisms. To avoid a bias by the observer, the clustering by visual inspection was performed before automated clustering results were available. For the automated cluster identification, which was performed for all measurement locations, we defined clusters based on a power-weighted "multipath component distance" metric as defined in [12], [16]. Since powers of the extracted MPCs exhibit a large dynamic range, we limited our analysis to MPCs with powers within 30 dB of the strongest component. The weaker components have negligible influence on the calculation of statistical spreads but would introduce inaccuracies when calculating probability density functions such as for the number of clusters and number of MPCs.
The clustering for one measurement location is compared in Fig. 1 (visual) and Fig. 2 (algorithm). The clusters defined by the algorithm appear in reasonable agreement with the visually identified clusters. The algorithm defines three separate clusters for the MPCs otherwise identified as cluster 1 by visual inspection, similarly cluster 4 from visual identification is defined as two adjacent clusters. To compare the two clustering approaches, for all locations where visual inspection was performed, the respective CDFs for the intrACLuster spreads for delay, DOA and DOD are plotted in Figs. 3, 4, and 5. Note that for comparing the two clustering methods only a statistical measure, a CDF of the spreads, is employed because our final objective is to characterize the channel with statistical parameters rather than describe physical propagation. Based on the CDFs of the intracluster spreads, the two clustering approaches are in good agreement. The results in the remainder of the paper are based on automated clustering only.
Figure 2: Clusters defined by the algorithm at location Tx1Rx2345NM. The MPCs are color coded to indicate cluster association.

Figure 3: Algorithm vs. visual inspection, comparison of CDFs of intra-cluster delay spread.
Figure 4: Algorithm vs. visual inspection, comparison of CDFs of intra-cluster DOA spread.

Figure 5: Algorithm vs. visual inspection, comparison of CDFs of intra-cluster DOD spread.
Results

The clustering algorithm\(^9\) was applied to all 159 measurement locations and a total of 1005 clusters were extracted. These form the statistical ensemble for the statistical analysis reported in this section. The results have been categorized as intra- and intercluster properties.

4.1 Intra-cluster properties

The distribution of the number of MPCs per cluster is plotted in Fig. 6. The median number of MPCs is 3 whereas the mean is 4.02. An Exponential distribution with the indicated mean provides a good fit to the empirical pdf. The distribution of the intracluster delay spread is plotted in Fig. 7. The spread\(^{10}\) is calculated as the conventional rms delay spread \(d\) of MPCs within a cluster. Note that the apparently large occurrence of spreads around 150 ns is due to the fact that isolated occurrences of the delay spread, in excess of 150 ns, have been collected into this

\(^9\)A delay-scaling factor of 5 was used to assign more significance to delay during clustering. The Cluster-pruning feature of the algorithm was not used owing to the upper limit of 30 MPCs extracted per position by RIMAX and a further 30 dB power limit on MPCs to be considered for cluster analysis.

\(^{10}\)The delay spread model of COST 273 is distance-dependent, i.e., the delay spread is the product of \(d^{-0.5}\) times the lognormal variable, where \(d\) is the Tx-Rx distance. However, we omit this scaling in our analysis because the distance variation in our measurements, between nearest and farthest Rx location relative to Tx, never exceeds a factor of 2.
single bin. According to the COST 273 model, a Lognormal pdf has been fitted to all intracluster spreads. For the delay spread, a mean of 3.5 ns and standard deviation of 13.7 dB provides a reasonable fit to the histogram. The distribution of the spreads in direction of arrival and departure, azimuth only, are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9. To avoid the ambiguity caused by the origin of the coordinate system, the Fleury definition [17] is used to calculate the spreads\textsuperscript{11}. Note that in Figs. 7, 8, and 9 the singleton\textsuperscript{12} clusters, which by definition have zero spread, are not plotted. A total of 200 out of the 1005 clusters were observed to be singleton clusters. For the DOA spread, a Lognormal pdf with mean 0.08 and deviation 10.5 dB has been fitted to the empirical PDF. For the DOD spread, a Lognormal with a mean of 0.02 and deviation of 12.3 dB fits our empirical results.

4.2 Inter-cluster properties

The distribution of the number of clusters at each measurement location is plotted in Fig. 10. The horizontal axis begins at 3 since at each measurement location, this is the lower limit of the range of possible number of clusters from which the algorithm selects the optimum cluster set. According to the COST 273 model, the total number of clusters is $N_{C_{\text{min}}} + X$, where $N_{C_{\text{min}}}$ is the minimum number of clusters occurring at each position (3 in our case) and $X$ is a random variable with Poisson

\textsuperscript{11}The Fleury definition of direction spread can, for small values, be used as the angular spread in units of radians.

\textsuperscript{12}Clusters consisting of a single MPC
Figure 8: Distribution of the DOA spread within a cluster.

Figure 9: Distribution of DOD spread within a cluster.
distribution. Though, this functional relation does not describe our measurements well, and choosing $X$ as Exponential distributed seems to fit better. The mean number of clusters was found to be 6.4 while the median value was 6. The distribution of the minimum delays of the clusters, i.e., first-arriving component of each cluster is plotted in Fig. 11. The occurrence of minimum delay values in excess of 400 ns is due to singletone clusters occurring at this delay. A Lognormal distribution with mean 106 ns and deviation 4.4 dB was found to fit the empirical data. Due to space constraints in the paper, we omit our results on the distributions of the mean angle of arrival and departure. These results, together with the correlations between the cluster spreads and the cluster powers, will be discussed in a follow-up publication. In Fig. 12 the normalized cluster powers are plotted as a function of the excess minimum delays of the clusters, i.e., cluster delays relative to minimum delay of the first arriving cluster at the respective measurement location. The cluster powers are normalized by the power of the same cluster. Thus we are able to compare clusters from different measurement locations. The solid line in Fig. 12 is the linear regression of the cluster powers in dB on the excess minimum delays of the clusters, and indicates additional attenuation depending on excess delays of the clusters. An attenuation coefficient of 25 dB/μs is observed from this plot. Note that we do not use a cut-off delay in plotting Fig. 12 because we have some late arriving clusters with strong powers. The deviation of the cluster powers from the linear regression is a measure of the cluster power shadow fading. In Fig. 13 an empirical PDF of the deviation is plotted together with a Gaussian fit with zero-mean and standard deviation of 9 dB. In Figs. 12 and 13 the first arriving clusters at each location, which have been used for normalization, are not plotted; these clusters would have
coordinates $(0, 0)$ in Fig. 12 and would appear as a large peak around 0 in Fig. 13.

5 Summary

We have performed a statistical analysis of MPC clusters observed in our measurements at 159 locations in an outdoor-to-indoor office scenario. We extracted a subset of the model parameters of the COST273 channel model, valid for this scenario. For the intracaluster properties, the number of MPCs per cluster was observed to be Exponentially distributed, the intra-cluster spreads followed a Lognormal distribution. For the intercluster properties, the distribution of number of clusters was better fit by an Exponential rather than the Poisson distribution specified in the model. The cluster delay was observed to follow a Lognormal distribution. The cluster attenuation coefficient was measured to be 25 dB/μs.
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Figure 12: Attenuation of cluster powers as a function of excess delay.

Figure 13: Distribution of cluster shadow fading, and a zero-mean Gaussian fit.
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Paper III
A Statistical Model for Indoor Office Wireless Sensor Channels

Abstract

Sensor networks and Ad-hoc networks, where nodes inter-communicate without fixed infrastructure, have recently attracted interest due to potential use in industrial, environmental, and safety-related applications. The fading statistics of the propagation channels between sensor nodes are essential to determine the possible data rate, outage, and latency of sensor networks. This paper presents (to the best of our knowledge) the first in-depth analysis, based on measurements, of the propagation channels between typical sensor node locations in office environments. We find that the amplitude fading distribution can be characterized as Ricean. The Rice factor is analyzed as a function of distance and it is determined that it is not a monotonically decreasing function. Even in pure LOS situations, Rice factors show a random behavior and are on the order of 10 or less. We propose models for the small- and large-scale fading correlation. A simulation model based on our analysis is also provided. Our results have relevance for the analysis of bit error rates, diversity order, and diversity/multiplexing tradeoff in clustered sensor networks.
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1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks have been very actively researched in the last few years. A wireless sensor network consists of a number of low-cost, low-power sensor nodes, which can perform sensing, simple computation, and communication over short distances [2]. Such networks essentially gather information pertaining to the surrounding environment and transmit the data to a nearby sink either directly or via intermediate nodes. In the indoor scenario, wireless sensor networks have potential applications ranging from security surveillance and inventory management to telemedicine sensors for advanced health care services [3]. The radio resources for such networks are often constrained, i.e., bandwidth is shared among a large number of nodes and the transmit power is usually limited. Furthermore, the network may face diverse channel conditions among its nodes. These issues can be alleviated through multihop relaying [4] or cooperative communication among the nodes [5], [6], [7], [8].

The performance of sensor networks, e.g., capacity, reliability, energy consumption, and latency, under any of the above schemes depends on the statistics of the propagation channels between the sensor nodes. For example, the fading statistics between sensor node pairs determines the amount of cooperation required between nodes to achieve a certain outage probability [9]. Furthermore, the popular interpretation of clustered sensor networks as distributed MIMO systems critically hinges on statistics of the propagation channels within each node cluster [10], [11]. Despite this fundamental importance of propagation channel statistics, few measurements of channels between sensor nodes are available. To our best knowledge there are no in-depth experimental investigations of the fading statistics of the indoor propagation channel for sensor network communications. This is in stark contrast to the extensive measurements of indoor cellular or wireless LAN links, which exhibit different placements and heights of the nodes, and therefore different channel characteristics, see e.g. [12], [13] among others.

In this paper, we present the results of an extensive measurement campaign and a model that for the first time describes the fading statistics for such indoor sensor networks. The nodes are placed in an office environment, always in close proximity to the walls, at heights of 20, 60, and 100 cm above the floor. Such node placements, at typical heights of work-table/ wall power-socket, are probable in a scenario of intercommunicating sensor nodes, e.g., in ambient intelligence networks [14]. The measurement frequency is 2.6 GHz, which is close enough to the 2.45 GHz ISM band to yield similar propagation characteristics, but separated enough that the measurements did not suffer from interference from microwave ovens, wireless LANs, etc. Based on those measurements, we derive a stochastic channel model for the distance-dependent fading applicable to inter-sensor communication in the indoor office scenario. We find that the distribution of the narrowband fading amplitude can be modeled as Ricean in a majority of the cases, though the values of the Ricean

\[\text{Ricean}^1\]

Preliminary results from a subset of the measurements were presented at Globecom 2007 [1].
K-factor, $K_{\text{Rice}}$, are generally not very large.\footnote{14}$K_{\text{Rice}}$ values do not necessarily increase monotonically with decreasing separation between transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) nodes. Since a Ricean fading channel with large $K_{\text{Rice}}$ approximates an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, our results show that the AWGN assumption is not guaranteed at small Tx-Rx separation - a fact that can have important consequences for cooperative communications in the investigated scenarios. Our work also addresses the large-scale fading characteristics of the channel. A channel model has been proposed for the correlated fading amplitudes, and is parametrized from our measurements.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe the measurement setup and post processing. Section III contains the results and a model discussion. Section IV outlines model validation and implementation steps. Finally, conclusions are provided in section V.

2 Measurement setup and processing

2.1 Equipment

The channel transfer functions between different locations of the sensor node antennas were recorded with the RUSK LUND wideband channel sounder that measures the transfer function by means of a multicarrier signal \cite{15}. The measurements were performed at a center frequency of 2.6 GHz with a signal bandwidth of 200 MHz, spanned by 321 subcarriers. The Tx signal was repeated with a period of 1.6 $\mu$s, and had an output power of 27 dBm. The propagation channel was measured along designated routes at regular spatial intervals of $\frac{\lambda}{4}$. At each spatial position, a block of ten snapshots was recorded for enhancement of the measurement signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) through coherent averaging.

The single-element Tx and Rx antennas used in the measurements were commercial Skycross (SMT-2TO6M-A) meander line antennas with linear polarization and dimensions $2.8 \times 2.2 \times 0.3$ cm$^3$ \cite{16}. The azimuth pattern (in the plane perpendicular to axis of the antenna) of those antennas is approximately omnidirectional whereas the elevation pattern exhibits pronounced radiation lobes. The antenna patterns are provided in \cite{1}.

2.2 Scenario

The measurements were performed in the E-building at LTH, Lund, Sweden in five office rooms\footnote{15}, each of dimension $6 \times 3$ m$^2$. The channel sounder’s Tx and Rx unit were

\footnote{14}$K_{\text{Rice}}$ is defined as the power ratio between the deterministic and diffuse components of the channel.
\footnote{15}The rooms were selected from separate corridors of the building and had different propagation environments in terms of placement of computers (desktops and/ or laptops) as well as location of furniture that was made of metal, plastic, and wood. The room walls were a mix of brick and light concrete, and the windows had metalized glass, which is a typical
always placed in the corridor outside the measured room, and antenna cables were partially taped to the floor of the room to avoid their free movement. Furthermore, the fixtures holding the Tx and Rx antenna were made of plastic material. These steps were taken to ensure minimal disturbance of the measured environment. The measurement layout is shown in Fig. 1. A (Rx) measurement run was defined as the Tx antenna fixed at one of the locations shown in Fig. 1 and the Rx antenna moved slowly towards the Tx antenna, from a start position corresponding to that Tx position. For any fixed Tx position, there exist exactly two corresponding start positions for the Rx measurement run. For example, for Tx placed at position Tx1 in Fig. 1, a Rx measurement run could only initiate from position Rx1 or Rx6. Similarly, for Tx5 position the corresponding Rx start positions were Rx5 or Rx10. The trajectory of the measurement runs was always parallel to the 6 m walls. The channel transfer function was measured along a measurement run at regular spatial intervals of $\frac{\lambda}{4}$. During any measurement run, both Tx and Rx antenna maintained a proximity of 6 cm to one of the 6 m walls. A measurement run where both the Rx and Tx antenna were 6 cm from the same wall, is referred to as a same-wall measurement, e.g., Tx at Tx1 and Rx run initiated from Rx1. When this was not the case, e.g., Tx on Tx1 and Rx run initiated from Rx6, then such measurement runs construction in northern Europe and in modern office buildings elsewhere.

16 This arrangement was used to ensure equi-length measurement runs, i.e., around 4 m length for any same-wall run and around 4.3 m length for an opposite-wall measurement run.
are referred to as opposite-wall measurements in the sequel.

The measurement runs were performed at four different combinations of Rx and nominal Tx antenna heights; in three cases equal antenna heights were employed, e.g., when both Tx and Rx antenna were placed at 20 cm above floor, this configuration was referred to as Tx20Rx20. Similarly a Tx60Rx60 and a Tx100Rx100 configuration was used. Finally, a measurement configuration with unequal antenna heights, where Tx and Rx antenna were set at 100 cm and 20 cm, respectively, above the floor was also used.

To increase the number of measurement runs, i.e., to increase the ensemble size for statistical analysis, each measurement run was repeated with the Tx antenna raised by 5 cm relative to it’s nominal height. Taking the example of Tx20Rx20 configuration, this meant that measurement runs were performed with the Tx antenna at 20 and 25 cm above floor. Therefore, a total of 200 runs (5 rooms × 10 Tx positions × 2 Tx heights × 2 Rx start positions) were measured for the Tx20Rx20 configuration. This number includes 100 same- and 100 opposite-wall runs, respectively. The same number of measurement runs was accumulated for the other three height configurations. This set of measurement runs constituted the statistical ensemble used for subsequent analysis of the fading.

For the same-wall measurements the antenna axes were rotated 90 degrees, in the vertical-plane perpendicular to the wall, such that the uniform azimuth pattern became the uniform elevation pattern in the rotated position. This was done because a uniform elevation pattern allows an accurate characterization of the floor reflections in the same-wall case; otherwise the strength of the floor-reflected component would have been materially influenced by the lobes of the elevation pattern. Furthermore, with a 6 cm separation to the nearest wall, the small angular separation between the direct and wall-reflected components results in similar antenna gain in the direction of the direct and wall-reflected components in the same-wall case.

2.3 Data Post Processing

In a fading channel the total power gain, $G$, experienced by the received signal, is conventionally modeled as [17]

$$G_{dB}(d) = P_{Rx,dB} - P_{Tx,dB} = G_{0,dB} - 10 \log(d) + X_{SSF,dB} + X_{LSF,dB},$$

where $d$ is the Tx to Rx distance, $G_{0,dB}$ is the path power gain in dBs at the reference distance, $d_0 = 1$ m, and $n$ is the pathloss exponent. Furthermore, $X_{SSF}$ is the small-scale fading (SSF) contribution, i.e., the random variation of signal level due to multipath interference observed over one small-scale area\(^{17}\) (SSA). Finally, $X_{LSF}$ is the large-scale fading (LSF) contribution, i.e., the random variation in local average of Rx power observed over a spatial extent of multiple SSAs. In our analysis, these

\(^{17}\)Small-scale refers to the spatial extent of such a region, which is on the order of a few carrier wavelengths, $\lambda$. 
contributions were extracted from each measurement run through post-processing. The parameters $G_{0,\text{dB}}$ and $n$ were estimated by a least squares fit of $G_{0,\text{dB}} - n10 \log(d)$ to the dB values of Rx power averaged over all tones. The deterministic path gain was then removed by multiplying the channel coefficients, in linear-scale, with an appropriate distance dependent term. Next, the LSF at the $i$-th spatial sample was estimated by averaging over the SSF contribution as,

$$X_{\text{LSF},i} = \frac{d^n}{G_0} \cdot \hat{E}_{\text{SSF}} [ |H_{ij}|^2 ] ,$$  

(2)

$$\hat{E}_{\text{SSF}} [ |H_{ij}|^2 ] = \frac{1}{20F} \sum_{i=1}^{20} \sum_{j=1}^{F} |H_{ij}|^2 ,$$  

(3)

where, $H_{ij}$ is the channel coefficient measured at the $i$-th spatial sample and $j$-th subcarrier, $G_0 = 10^{G_{0,\text{dB}}/10}$, $F$ is the number of subcarriers in the signaling bandwidth, and finally $\frac{1}{20} \sum_{i=1}^{20} (\cdot)$ represents a sliding-window average of the received power along a measurement run. It is assumed here that averaging over space and frequency are equivalent for small-scale analysis [18]. Subsequently, the SSF contribution, $X_{\text{SSF},ij} = H_{ij}^{\text{norm}}$, to the amplitude of the measured channel coefficients can be obtained as,

$$H_{ij}^{\text{norm}} = \sqrt{\frac{d^n}{G_0} \cdot \frac{1}{X_{\text{LSF},i}} \cdot H_{ij}} .$$  

(4)

The SSF statistics were analyzed along the length of a measurement run using a sliding window segment of 20 adjacent spatial samples\(^{19}\). Each of these $4\lambda^2$ length segments was treated as an SSA for the small-scale analysis.

For each SSA, small-scale statistics such as $K_{\text{Rice}}$ were estimated from 6420 samples of the channel coefficients, $H_{ij}^{\text{norm}}$ (20 spatial samples $\times$ 321 frequency samples). Amongst these samples, approximately 170 are considered to be statistically independent [1]. This estimate is based on the working that within an SSA length of $\approx 5\lambda$, a small-scale decorrelation distance of approximately $\frac{\lambda}{2}$ gives 10 independent spatial samples. Furthermore, a median coherence bandwidth estimated at 12 MHz gives 17 independent samples over 200 MHz measurement bandwidth. These 17 samples from frequency domain are available at each of the 10 spatial samples, giving the approximate figure of 170 independent samples. We note that this number is relatively low, and may lead to uncertainties in the estimated parameters. However, a limitation on the number of independent samples is inherent in the analyzed scenario, and cannot be eliminated by increasing length of the SSA or measurement bandwidth:

\(^{18}\)The small-scale fading is caused by phase-changes of the interfering multipath components. These phase-changes may occur due to traversing small-scale distance, or at a fixed delay by traversing the spectral lines across the 200 MHz measurement bandwidth. Therefore, small-scale averaging can be performed equivalently over space and time for our measurements.

\(^{19}\)The number 20 comes from a trade-off between two conflicting requirements; to have sufficient statistical samples, and the necessity, by definition of a small-scale region [17], to have negligible variation in the mean Rx power. See also the discussion later in this section.
(i) Increasing the length of the SSA: The SSA segment of length $4\lambda$ wavelengths is smaller than the $10 - 20 \lambda$ that are commonly used as SSA window length. This smaller window size was selected empirically to satisfy the requirement that the running average of Rx power should not exhibit appreciable change ($< 5$dB) within the span of the window. Hence wide sense stationarity can be assumed to hold over the length of an SSA segment.

(ii) Increasing the measurement bandwidth: although this approach would lead to a larger number of independent samples; it is difficult to implement, and also faces fundamental problems. When the measurement bandwidth exceeds $10 - 20 \%$ of the carrier frequency, channel statistics may differ among different sub-bands of the measurement spectrum due to frequency selective interactions with scatterers [19]. Hence, the uncorrelated-scattering assumption of [20] is violated.

3 Results

3.1 Small-Scale Statistics

Envelope Distribution

A number of different distributions have been proposed for the small-scale amplitude fading in indoor office environments, and various justifications have been given for them. The most prominent among them are Rayleigh and Rice distributions. The former two are usually justified by means of the central limit theorem (CLT), implying that a large number of multipath components, having the same statistical properties are present. In our case, the theoretical conditions for the validity of the CLT are not necessarily fulfilled, since - for the same-wall measurements - we can expect three strong components (direct component, floor reflection, and wall reflection) plus a number of weaker multipath components. Still, we consider Rayleigh and Rice distributions as appropriate functional fits to the measured fading distributions. In addition to our work in [1], the Nakagami-m, Weibull and lognormal distributions are also considered in this work as potential candidates to model the amplitude fading. These distributions have been frequently used in modeling indoor scenarios, see e.g., [21], [22] and references therein. Several other fading distributions have been introduced in the literature [23], [24], [25], but those tend to have a larger number of free parameters. They do not appear to be in widespread use and we do not consider them here any further.

We use Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC)[26] to select among the candidate distributions; Rayleigh, Rice, Nakagami-m, Weibull, and lognormal, the model that best fits the empirical distribution of the fading amplitudes. The latter distribution

\[\text{After comparing various lengths of the averaging window for different measurement routes.}\]

\[\text{The wide sense stationarity condition may still be valid. Though, a violation of the uncorrelated scattering assumption means that the channel modeling effort will be frequency specific.}\]
Figure 2: Relative frequencies of AIC selecting a candidate distribution as best fit to empirical distribution of small-scale fading amplitudes. The ensemble of SSAs is drawn from measurement runs in all the rooms.

is also known as the operating model in this context. The application of AIC to the problem of selecting an appropriate small-scale fading model was recently proposed by [21]. The AIC is an asymptotically (in sample size) unbiased estimator of the relative expected Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance between the operating model and the candidate distributions and thus allows the selection of the model with the smallest KL distance to the measurements [27]. The AIC for the $j$-th candidate distribution that has a probability density function $\hat{g}_{\theta_j}$, is given by [27],

$$AIC_j = -2 \sum_{n=1}^{N} \log_e \hat{g}_{\theta_j}(x_n) + 2\eta,$$

where $\hat{\theta}_j$ is the maximum likelihood estimate of the distribution’s parameter vector, $\theta^j$, obtained from $N$ independent identically distributed (IID) observations, $x = x_1 \ldots x_N$. Furthermore, $\eta$ is the dimensionality of $\theta_j$, and $\log_e$ denotes natural logarithm. Among the candidate distributions, the best fit will have the minimum value of $AIC_j$. Fig. 2 shows the relative frequency of AIC selecting each of the candidate distributions as best fit. The Ricean distribution provides the best fit in a majority of the cases. This is valid for different antenna height combinations in same- and opposite-wall scenarios. Therefore the Ricean model is concluded to be the best parametric fit, to distribution of the small-scale fading amplitudes. Additionally, sample plots of the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) and theoretical model fits are given in Fig. 3. These graphs provide some idea of the suitability of
Figure 3: Sample empirical CDFs of the small-scale fading amplitudes and their theoretical model fits. Measurements taken in Tx20Rx20 configuration for a same-wall (top plot) and opposite-wall (bottom plot) scenario. The ensemble is scaled to unit mean power, and dB units indicate relation to this mean. The AIC selected Rice in the top plot and Nakagami-m in the bottom plot. Distribution parameters for theoretical fits, e.g., Weibull(shape, scale) and Lognormal(mean, STD) are also provided. Note that the y-axis origin in the plot above is coincident with the (x=0, y=1) point shown on the bottom plot.

Further studies of the Rice factor as a function of distance reveal several interesting observations:

1. Rice factors are often small enough to allow description of the fading by Rayleigh distributions. While the AIC rarely gives the Rayleigh distribution as the optimum distribution, in many cases the extracted $K_{\text{Rice}}$ was small enough to be well-approximated as 0.
2. The Rice factor is a lognormally distributed random variable with distance-dependent parameters. For each given distance, we obtain an ensemble of estimated $K_{\text{Rice}}$ from measurement runs in all the rooms. The logarithms of the samples in this ensemble are normally distributed $\mathcal{N}(\mu_{\text{dB}}, \sigma_{\text{dB}})$. In the sequel, the distance-dependent variation of $K_{\text{Rice}}$ observed over the ensemble of all measurement runs is described by a mixture model for the probability density function,

$$p_{K_{\text{Rice}}} (k_{\text{Rice}}) = \alpha \cdot \mathcal{N}(\mu_{\text{dB}}, \sigma_{\text{dB}}) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \delta (k_{\text{Rice}}),$$

(6)

where $\mathcal{N}$ denotes a lognormal distribution with mean of the logarithmic Rice factor, $\mu_{\text{dB}}$, and standard deviation, $\sigma_{\text{dB}}$, and $\alpha$ is the mixture weight. All three parameters are considered to be functions of the Tx-Rx separation. The Dirac impulse at zero, $\delta (k_{\text{Rice}})$, accounts for the cases where the grid-search returns a maximum-likelihood estimate of $K_{\text{Rice}, \text{ML}} = 0$. The ensemble whose pdf is considered is the measurement runs in the different rooms, and with different Tx positions.

The parameter values in Eq. (6) generally depend on the link distance, $\chi$, defined as the distance between the Tx and the mid-point of the considered SSA. We model this dependence by a polynomial fit, with the fitting parameters

---

22The Gaussianity of dB values was verified through plots which are not shown here due to space limitations.
Table 1: parameters for k-factor mixture model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\mu_{\text{dB}}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{dB}}$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P(\chi) = c_3\chi^3 + c_2\chi^2 + c_1\chi + c_0$</td>
<td>$b_0$</td>
<td>$a_1\chi + a_0$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same Wall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx20Rx20</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>-9.52</td>
<td>20.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.17</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx60Rx60</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>-14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.68</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx100Rx20</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>4.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1.78</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx100Rx100</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>-10.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opposite Wall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx20Rx20</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>-6.41</td>
<td>12.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx60Rx60</td>
<td>-1.72</td>
<td>18.62</td>
<td>-67.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>81.64</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx100Rx20</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.61</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx100Rx100</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
<td>15.13</td>
<td>-54.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.72</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\chi$ = Distance between Tx and mid-point of modeled SSA [m].

provided in Table 1. Note that for some antenna configurations and small Tx-Rx separation the mixture weight, $\alpha$, values modeled by the least-squares curve may slightly exceed unity, in which case they should be truncated to one. For system simulation with the proposed Ricean fading channel, $K_{\text{Rice}}$ would be drawn from Eq. (6) with values of the distribution parameters determined from Table 1. Furthermore, the SSA under consideration is assumed to be centered at the distance which determines values for the distribution parameters of $K_{\text{Rice}}$.

3. The mean Rice factor is not a monotonic function of the distance. Theoretical studies on communication between clusters of sensor nodes often make simplifying assumptions about the propagation channels between the nodes. The two most popular models are (i) Rayleigh fading between all nodes, independent of the distance between them, (ii) Rayleigh fading between nodes belonging to different clusters and AWGN (or equivalently Ricean fading with high $K_{\text{Rice}}$) for nodes communicating within a cluster, i.e., at small Tx-Rx separation, see e.g., [10], [11] and references therein. It also seems intuitively pleasing that the Rice factor would increase as the separation between Tx and Rx decreases, and eventually reach very high values for small separations. However, our measurements show quite different trends - there is no monotonic increase in $K_{\text{Rice}}$ with decreasing distance. This can be observed from Figs. 5 and 6, which show the mean values of $K_{\text{Rice}}$ (in dB) as a function of Tx-Rx separation for same-wall and opposite-wall measurements, respectively. The mean at each distance is taken over the ensemble of $K_{\text{Rice}}$ observations obtained from measurements in all rooms. An intuitive explanation for this behavior was given in [1] based on the interference pattern of the dominant deterministic compo-
Figure 5: Mean of $K_{\text{Rice}}$ in dBs as a function of Tx-Rx separation for same-wall measurements. The mean is taken over measurements in all rooms. The x-coordinates of the plots correspond to the parameter $\chi$ in Table I.

4. Rice factors in different SSAs are approximately decorrelated. For completeness of this modeling approach, we investigated the autocovariance of the $K_{\text{Rice}}$ values along a measurement run. Our analysis, for all antenna heights, reveals that the normalized autocovariance for $K_{\text{Rice}}$ smoothly decays to a value around 0.5 within a distance of 0.55 m, i.e., decorrelation is achieved over the length of one SSA segment. It can therefore be concluded that the model of Eq. (6) can be used to draw $K_{\text{Rice}}$ values for two arbitrary SSAs whose mid-points are separated by the dimensions of one or more SSAs. The case where adjacent SSAs overlap is not within the scope of this model.

Correlation of small-scale fading

Another important characteristic of the small-scale fading is the spatial correlation of the small-scale fading, since it describes achievable spatial diversity. While various

\footnote{Note that such a three-ray model is not exactly compatible with a Ricean fading distribution, but is only used to make some qualitative statements about fading depth.}

\footnote{Refer Sec. 3.1 for discussion.}

\footnote{Modeling aspects are further discussed in Sec. 4.}
correlation coefficients can be defined [28], [19], we concentrate here on the auto-
covariance of the squared envelope of the received signal amplitude, since it deter-
mines the spatial selectivity of the received SNR. From measurements the normalized
autocovariance of the squared envelope process is estimated from Eq. (7), where
\( \Delta i = 0, 1, \ldots, (20 - k) \) is the separation between samples of interest (in units of \( \frac{\lambda}{4} \)),
and \( k = 10 \) is the fixed number of spatial samples used for averaging. Furthermore,
\( E(\cdot \cdot \cdot + k), F[\cdot] \) denotes statistical expectation over spatial samples \( i \) through \( i + k \) and
all \( F \) frequency tones. Similarly \( \text{VAR}(\cdot \cdot \cdot ) \) is the statistical variance operator. The
other symbols have already been defined for Eq. (2) through (4).

In estimating the autocovariance in Eq. (7), an equal number of statistical sam-
ple, \( k \cdot F \), has been used to calculate each value. This means that the estimated
autocovariance sequence is equally reliable at all considered lags. An analysis in the
frequency domain showed that we had a median coherence bandwidth of 12 MHz
and so approximately 17 independent samples from the frequency domain per spatial
position. This together with the spatial averaging ensures that we use in excess of 50
independent samples in each estimate of the autocovariance.

In the investigations of decorrelation found in published literature, different thresh-
old levels have been used to define decorrelation, e.g., 0.9, 0.7, 0.5 and \( e^{-1} \). In this
work, decorrelation distance is defined as

\[
d_{\text{de-corr}} = \min \{ \Delta d : \rho_{\text{COV}} (\Delta i) \leq 0.5 \} ,
\]

(8)
\( \hat{\rho}_{\text{COV}}(\Delta i) = E_{(i...i+k),(i+\Delta i...i+\Delta i+k)}, \sqrt{\text{VAR}_{(i...i+k)}, F\left(\frac{|H_{ij}^{\text{norm}}|^2}{|H_{ij}^{\text{norm}}|^2}\right)} \),

\[
(7)
\]

where \( \Delta d = \lambda \cdot \Delta i \). The distribution of small-scale decorrelation at different antenna heights is shown in Fig. 7. Some of the CDF curves do not reach unity, which is representative of the fraction of SSAs where decorrelation according to Eq. (8) is not achieved within the observed distance. Otherwise the plots show that in 70\% of the measured SSAs, decorrelation is achieved within one wavelength. We now turn our attention to the autocorrelation, i.e., including the impact of the mean. Fig. 8 shows the autocorrelation of squared envelope for three different SSAs with corresponding \( K_{\text{Rice}} \) values. As expected, the higher \( K_{\text{Rice}} \) values result in a more correlated channel. We model the impact of the Rice factor on the autocorrelation function by an equation of the following functional form,

\[
R(\Delta d) = \left[ \sin^2 \left( \frac{\Delta d}{\lambda} \right) + 2K_{\text{Rice}} \cdot \sin \left( \frac{\Delta d}{\lambda} \right) \cdot \cos \left( \frac{\Delta d}{\lambda} \cos (\theta_0) \cos (\beta_0) \right) \right] \cdot \left( \frac{\Omega}{1 + K_{\text{Rice}}} \right)^2 + \Omega^2,
\]

\[
(9)
\]

where \( \Omega = E\left[|H_{ij}^{\text{norm}}|^2\right] \), and the pair of angles \( (\theta_0, \beta_0) \) specify the specular component’s azimuth and elevation, respectively. In our scenario \( \theta_0 \) is measured with respect to the direction along which spatial samples are measured, and \( \beta_0 \) is measured relative to the horizontal plane at Rx antenna height. The model in Eq. (9) represents the autocorrelation function of Ricean fading where the diffuse component is due to three-dimensional (3-D) uniform scattering (as obtained from [29], by inserting the results from [30], [31]). This model is not necessarily representative of the physical propagation scenario that may contain more than one dominant specular component. However, as discussed in the sequel, the functional form models the autocorrelation reasonably well and has the advantage that simulation models for Ricean fading is a well-investigated topic in the published literature. The normalized autocorrelation
model, $\rho(\Delta d) = \frac{R(\Delta d)}{R(0)}$, is plotted in Fig. 8 together with the corresponding autocorrelations estimated from measurements. We observe that the model matches very well at large $K_{\text{Rice}}$, while at small $K_{\text{Rice}}$ the model fits reasonably well at small lags but shows a smaller correlation than the estimated values at large lags. This can be attributed to the non-isotropic antenna pattern used in the measurements which causes a higher correlation compared to the isotropic antennas assumed in the model. In Fig. 8 for comparison we also show the autocorrelations arising from a channel model where a specular component in 2-D uniform scattering is assumed [32].

3.2 Large-Scale Characteristics

path gain

The path gain averaged over LSF and SSF is conventionally modeled as a power law decay in distance. The pathloss exponent, $n$, in this model is determined by a least-squares fit to a scatter plot of Rx power in dB over log-distance. In our analysis, the parameters $n$ and $G_{0,\text{dB}}$ have been estimated by a least-squares fit of $G_{0,\text{dB}} - n10\log(d)$ to dB values of the narrowband path gain averaged over all tones. The fitting is performed individually for each of the 100 measurement runs (5 rooms $\times$ 10 Tx positions $\times$ 2 Tx heights) at each nominal antenna height configuration in same- and opposite-wall scenarios. The estimates of $n$ and $G_{0,\text{dB}}$ were observed to be...
correlated Gaussian random variables\(^{26}\) with distribution parameters \(N(\mu_n, \sigma_n)\) and \(N(\mu_{G_0, dB}, \sigma_{G_0, dB})\), respectively, and were also modeled as such. The correlation between the values of \(n\) (in linear scale) and \(G_0, dB\) was characterized by the normalized correlation coefficient, \(|\rho_{nG_0, dB}| \leq 1\). The distribution parameters are provided in Table 2 for the different antenna height configurations in same-wall and opposite-wall scenarios. From the tabulated values, the pathloss exponent is close to 2 for all four antenna heights in the same-wall scenario. The opposite-wall scenarios have higher exponents owing to the obstructed LOS propagation. Furthermore, \(n\) and \(G_0, dB\) are weakly correlated for the same-wall scenario whereas this correlation is quite strong for all antenna configurations in the opposite-wall scenario.

Large-Scale Fading Correlation

The LSF in this work is defined as the random variation in local average of Rx power, observed over the spatial extent of multiple SSAs\(^{27}\). The Large-scale fading, \(X_{LSF, dB}\), is conventionally modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian process, i.e., \(X_{LSF}\) has a lognormal distribution. In our analysis, the lognormality of \(X_{LSF, dB}\) estimated from Eq. (2)

\(^{26}\)The Gaussian fit is not shown here due to space limitations.
\(^{27}\)The conventional notion of shadowing by objects need not occur, as is the case with same-wall measurements.

**Figure 8:** Comparison of small-scale autocorrelation model with autocorrelation estimated from measurements at different \(K_{Rice}\). The plots are for Tx20Rx20 antenna configuration in the same-wall scenario, i.e., \(\theta_0 = 0\), and \(\beta_0 = 0\).
Table 2: large-scale characteristics.

\[
G_{\text{dB}}(d) = G_{0,\text{dB}} - n \log(d)
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antenna Configuration</th>
<th>(\mu_n)</th>
<th>(\sigma_n)</th>
<th>(\mu_{G_0,\text{dB}})</th>
<th>(\sigma_{G_0,\text{dB}})</th>
<th>(\rho_{nG_0,\text{dB}})</th>
<th>(\sigma_{\text{LSF,dB}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Same-wall</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx20Rx20</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-50.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx60Rx60</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-50.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx100Rx20</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-55.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx100Rx100</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-50.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opposite-wall</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx20Rx20</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-30.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx60Rx60</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-35.8</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx100Rx20</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-48.0</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx100Rx100</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-41.7</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*After rounding-off to one decimal place.*

was verified by checking for Gaussian distribution of \(X_{\text{LSF,dB,i}}\). We observed that the mean of the empirical Gaussian distribution was always in the range of 1 to 2 dB and never exactly zero. This is not unexpected since a least-squares criterion was employed in estimating the deterministic (mean) path gain per measurement run. This however does not guarantee that the deviations with respect to the mean, \(X_{\text{LSF,dB,i}}\), sum to zero over a run (assuming that the SSF is averaged out and has no effect). In subsequent analysis of the LSF, the process mean was removed, i.e., the mean of the \(X_{\text{LSF,dB,i}}\) observations from a run was estimated and removed from the measured sequence, before including observations in the statistical ensemble to characterize the LSF. Table 2 lists the standard deviation, \(\sigma_{\text{LSF,dB}}\), of the lognormal LSF component at all antenna configurations. This is the root-mean-squared value of \(X_{\text{LSF,dB,i}}\) observations gathered from all 100 measurement runs at each antenna configuration. It can be observed that the estimated values of \(\sigma_{\text{LSF,dB}}\) are quite similar for the different scenarios, and lie in the range of 1.4 to 2.1 dB for all antenna configurations.

The autocorrelation of the zero-mean LSF process was also investigated. To ensure that the estimated autocorrelation does not have a contribution from the sliding window averaging, \(X_{\text{LSF,dB,i}}\), samples picked from each run were spaced apart by one window-length, i.e., for the LSF correlation analysis \(\Delta d\) was always an integer multiple of \((20 \times \frac{\lambda}{4})\). The autocorrelation of the LSF is shown in Fig. 9, and it can be observed that decorrelation is achieved over the span of one small-scale area. This result is interesting in that it contradicts the idea of large-scale fading (i.e., it varies at short scale). This suggests that for the measured indoor scenario, with nodes always proximal to the wall, the small-scale and large-scale fading may no longer be clearly distinguishable processes. The observed LSF correlation was similar for all four antenna configurations both in the same- and opposite-wall scenarios. Therefore we have chosen to model the mean of the curves, i.e., the solid black line in Fig. 9. For this purpose, the conventionally used exponential decay model of [33] has been
modified with a cosine term to account for the observed negative correlation. The model is

\[
\rho_{dB}(\Delta d) = \exp \left[ -\log_2(2) \cdot \frac{\Delta d}{d_{decorr}} \right] \cdot \frac{A \cos \left( C \cdot \frac{\Delta d}{d_{decorr}} \right) + B}{A + B},
\]

where \( A = 7 \), and \( B = -6.9 \), and \( C = 0.1 \) have been determined from a least squares fit of Eq. (10) to estimated values of the normalized correlation. From Fig. 9, the model provides a reasonably good fit to the estimated correlation.

### 4 Model implementation and validation

Based on the results provided in Sec. 3, it is possible to model the radio channel by generating a sequence of envelope values that have desired probability distribution, and possess the necessary correlation properties for small- and large-scale fading. The proposed model is useful for SNR investigations and interference analysis between different links (SSAs) in the indoor office sensor scenario. An outline of the necessary steps is provided below:

- For an SSA at given Tx-Rx separation, draw \( K_{Rice} \) from the mixture distribution.
Draw a number, \( m \), from a uniform distribution, \( M \sim U[0, 1] \).

If \( m \leq \alpha \), draw \( K_{\text{Rice}} \) [dB] from the normal distribution, \( N(\mu_{\text{dB}}, \sigma_{\text{dB}}) \), otherwise \( K_{\text{Rice}} = 0 \). Take the parameters \( \alpha, \mu_{\text{dB}}, \sigma_{\text{dB}} \) from Table 1.

• Generate a sequence, \( S_{\text{SSF}} \), of correlated Ricean random variables that represents spatial samples, associated with one SSA, of the small-scale fading channel.

This topic is well-investigated in the published literature, see e.g. [34], [35] and the references therein. For the analysis carried out in the sequel, an autoregressive filter of order 20 was used to shape the spectrum of the in-phase component, \( r_I \), and quadrature component, \( r_Q \), of the sequence of non-zero mean complex Gaussians. Corresponding to the squared envelope autocorrelation given by Eq. (9), the \( r_I \) and \( r_Q \) sequences both have the autocorrelation

\[
R_{r_I r_I}(\Delta d) = \left[ \text{sinc} \left( \frac{2\Delta d}{\lambda} \right) + K_{\text{Rice}} \cdot \cos \left( 2\pi \frac{\Delta d}{\lambda} \cos (\theta_0) \cos (\beta_0) \right) \right] \cdot \left( \frac{\Omega}{2(1 + K_{\text{Rice}})} \right) .
\]

(11)

• Generate a sequence, \( S_{\text{LSF}} \), of correlated lognormal random variables, representing the large-scale fading of the channel samples observed over the span of a measurement run.

The samples of Rx power in dB, are represented by transforming an IID standard Gaussian sequence into a correlated Gaussian sequence, \( \Lambda \), with autocorrelation given by Eq. (10). For results shown in the sequel the sequence, \( \Lambda \), was obtained by a matrix product between the matrix square root of the desired autocovariance matrix and the IID Gaussian sequence [36]. The lognormal amplitude sequence, \( S_{\text{LSF}} \), is then obtained through the transformation, \( S_{\text{LSF}} = 10^{\Lambda_{\text{LSF}, \text{dB}}} \).

• To incorporate SSF and LSF effects simultaneously, i.e., composite fading, generate a third random sequence as the product,

\[
S = S_{\text{LSF}} \cdot \hat{S}_{\text{SSF}}.
\]

(12)

where the sequence \( \hat{S}_{\text{SSF}} \) is the concatenation of six non-overlapping\(^{28} \) SSA segments, \( \hat{S}_{\text{SSF}} \), which together span the length of a measured run.

• Multiply the sequence with the (distance-dependent) path gain.

\(^{28}\)Refer discussion in Sec. 3.1 on model limitations.
Generate the parameters \( n \) and \( G_{0,\text{dB}} \) as correlated Gaussian random variables. The distance-dependent path gain on dB scale is \( G_{0,\text{dB}} - 10n\log(d) \).

The total path gain, \( S_{\text{tot}} \), is then,

\[
S_{\text{tot}} = S \cdot 10^{\frac{G_{0,\text{dB}} - 10n\log(d)}{20}}. \tag{13}
\]

The model was validated by comparing amplitude distributions obtained from the model and measurement data, respectively. For the measurement CDF, the ensemble is 99 runs \( \times \) 321 tones per run \( \times \) 120 spatial channel samples per tone. The number of generated \( S_{\text{tot}} \) process realizations is such as to have an equal ensemble size for amplitude CDF of the measurement and model. A sample result for the Tx60Rx60 antenna configuration is shown in Fig. 10.

For the plotted amplitude values, the distance-dependent variation along one run length is always preserved, but for plotting purposes, the full ensemble which consists of multiple runs has been normalized to unit average power. As observed from Fig. 10, the model is in good agreement with measurements down to very small probability levels.

5 Summary and Conclusions

This paper has presented results from an extensive indoor office measurement campaign, that characterized the wireless propagation channel for a set of canonical sensor...
deployment scenarios. Measurements have been performed at four different antenna height configurations, in scenarios where Tx and Rx antenna were located along the same-wall and along opposite-walls of the indoor office room. The small-scale amplitude fading distribution has been analyzed using the Akaie information criteria. Results show that the fading channel is mostly Ricean both for the same-wall and opposite-wall scenarios, though $K_{\text{Rice}}$ values are often not very large. Our measurements indicate that values of $K_{\text{Rice}}$ do not, in general, increase monotonically as the Tx-Rx distance is reduced, these results are contrary to the widely accepted assumption in published literature that the channel is AWGN at a small-enough distance. A probability mixture model has been presented, with distance dependent parameters to account for the distance dependent variations of $K_{\text{Rice}}$. The small-scale spatial selectivity of the channel has been investigated and it has been shown that the correlation drops to 0.5 within a distance of one wavelength in 70% of the SSAs. A $K_{\text{Rice}}$ dependent model for the autocorrelation of the squared envelope has also been provided. Analysis of the large-scale variations of Rx power has shown that the pathloss exponent is close to 2 for the same-wall scenarios, the pathloss exponents for opposite-wall scenarios are larger. The large-scale fading can be modeled as lognormal with a standard deviation around 2 dB for all antenna heights in both the same-wall and opposite-wall scenarios. A correlation model for the large scale fading was also provided. A simulation model was presented according to which a sensor node placed anywhere within the spatial extent of a modeled SSA, is considered to experience the channel statistics applicable to that SSA. Our model is relevant for SNR investigations and interference analysis between different links (SSAs) in the indoor office scenario. The presented results are relevant to communicating within, and between, clusters of nodes and have practical significance because in realistic indoor scenarios the sensors will often be deployed in close proximity to the wall and floor. Strong (but not Rayleigh) fading will occur even between links that have good line-of-sight connection. This means that communication between nodes in a cluster cannot occur with complete reliability, and that the distribution of Rice factors has to be taken into account, in order to arrive at realistic evaluations of the diversity/multiplexing trade-off in ad-hoc networks.
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Paper IV
Characterization of a Time-Variant Wireless Propagation Channel for Outdoor Short-Range Sensor Networks

Abstract

This paper presents sample measurements characterizing the radio channel for outdoor short-range sensor networks. The sensor nodes are placed on the ground in an open area and time-variation of the channel is induced by a person walking in the vicinity of the nodes. The channel statistics of both the line-of-sight component and the overall narrowband signal are non-stationary. The channel (power) gains are found to be significantly influenced by scatterer movement only when the LOS path is blocked. We present a model for the line-of-sight blockage by a person that is similar to that of the referenced work of Pagani and Pajusco, and parameterize and validate it from the measurements. Additionally, we model the time-variant Doppler spectrum of the measured channel's residue (scattered) components. Furthermore, the temporal correlation of small-scale averaged channel statistics, between different links is also investigated.

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor and ad-hoc networks, where nodes communicate without fixed infrastructure, have been a very active research topic in recent times, see e.g., [1], [2], [3], and references therein. Outdoor short-range (inter-node distance less than 10 m) sensor networks are of interest for surveillance, environmental monitoring, and communications applications. The scenario most relevant for practical applications has the nodes at fixed positions near the ground, so that temporal variations occur only due to people/objects moving in the vicinity of the sensors.

As one of the first and most fundamental steps, the wireless propagation channel for such networks needs to be characterized in order to determine performance limits in terms of capacity, reliability, energy consumption, and latency. As an example, the amount of cooperation required between nodes to achieve a certain outage probability is determined by the fading statistics between pairs of sensor nodes [4]. The channel characteristics, in turn, depend on the environment in which the sensor networks are operating. For fixed node wireless links, time-variations are due to motion of scatterers in the vicinity of the nodes. In contrast, when one of the nodes itself is moving, changes in the spatial fading pattern are responsible for the temporal variations of the channel.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, fixed-sensor outdoor channels have not been investigated in detail in the literature. While there is a rich literature on cellular-type outdoor channels [5], cellular transmitters are high above the ground, and thus are significantly different from the scenario we are interested in. Peer-to-peer outdoor communications are usually characterized by the fact that at least one of the devices is moving; furthermore, transceivers are still considerably higher above the ground than in outdoor sensor networks. Several papers, e.g., [6], [7], and [8] measured or modeled outdoor propagation between sensors close to the ground, but did not investigate temporal variations due to moving scatterers, and furthermore concentrated on much larger distances between the sensors. The scenarios in [9], [10], [11] are closest to the ones we are interested in for this paper, in that they measured and modeled temporal variations of the channel due to moving scatterers and in particular considered the effect of people moving through the line-of-sight (LOS). However, those investigations were done in indoor environments.

In this paper we present results for the time-variant narrowband fading statistics from an outdoor measurement campaign where the nodes were static and people were moving in the vicinity of the nodes. While the number of measurement results is not sufficient for a statistically reliable parameterization of a model, we can gain qualitative insights into the most important phenomena. The measurements were performed at 2.6 GHz, which is close enough to the 2.45 GHz ISM band to yield similar propagation results, but separated enough that the measurements did not suffer from interference. The antennas, also referred to as nodes, were placed outdoors on the ground in an open grassy field. The nodes were positioned on two parallel rails and measurements were performed with different widths of the rails.

We discuss qualitative effects of a person walking between the rails, particularly
when the LOS path\textsuperscript{29} is blocked due to this motion. A generic approach is presented to model the temporal variations of the Rx signal strength, arising from a temporary blockage of the LOS path. Our approach has some features common with the method presented in [9]. However, our analysis has the following salient differences:

- We investigate the narrowband case of LOS blockage by a moving person, i.e., in addition to characterizing the fading of the first-arriving component, which is extracted from measurements, the fading of the residue (scattered) components of the measured channel is also investigated.
- The contribution of the dominant component is extracted differently.
- The measured scenario is outdoors and consequently the number of significant stationary scatterers is substantially smaller than in a typical indoor environment.
- Multiple links are measured jointly on the rails as opposed to point to point communication links characterized in [9].

It is important to note that the channel statistics are non-stationary, as will be reflected in the model we derive from the measurements.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the measurement setup and post processing, section III contains the results and discussion. Finally, the paper is concluded in section IV.

2 Measurement setup and processing

2.1 Equipment

The channel transfer functions between different sensor nodes were recorded with the RUSK Lund wideband channel sounder that measures the transfer functions, between multiple antenna ports, by means of a multicarrier signal [12]. The measurements were performed at a center frequency of 2.6 GHz and a transmission bandwidth of 200 MHz, spanned by 321 subcarriers (tones). Each of these tones has the interpretation of a separate (possibly correlated) realization of the narrowband channel characterized in this work. The Tx signal was repeated with a period of 1.6 μs, and had an output power of 27 dBm. The radio channel was measured for all Tx-Rx combinations at a rate of 100 Hz, which is in excess of twice the maximum Doppler frequency due to walking speed of a person.\textsuperscript{30} Each measurement record had a duration of 10 sec.

The Tx and Rx antennas were commercial Skycross (SMT-2TO6MB-A) meander line antennas with linear polarization, dimensions $6 \times 3 \times 0.4$ cm\textsuperscript{3} [13]. Post measurement analysis revealed that only 18 of the 36 SISO channels were actually measured, the same 18 links were used for analysis of all measurement records presented in the sequel.

\textsuperscript{29}The LOS component is defined as the first-arriving component in the channel impulse response (CIR).

\textsuperscript{30}The measurement signal-to-noise ratio was improved by coherently averaging multiple channel snapshots, measured within a span of a few μs, at the regular 10 ms intervals.
2.2 Scenario

Channel measurements were performed outdoors in a level grassy field near the M-building at LTH campus, Lund, Sweden. The Tx and Rx antennas were fixed at ground level, arranged in two parallel rails, and measurements were performed with spacing of 2, 4, and 8 m between the rails. The time variant behavior of the channel was due to a person walking between the rails and parallel to the orientation of the rails. The measurement configuration is sketched in Fig. 1. The 18 channels measured in each scenario consisted of the following Tx-Rx combinations: Each of Rx elements 1, 2, and 3 could receive the signal emanating from each of the Tx elements 1, 3, and 5 ($3 \times 3 = 9$ channels), these nodes are shown by green triangles in Fig. 1. Similarly, each of Rx elements 4, 5, and 6 could receive the signals emanating from each of the Tx elements 2, 4, and 6 ($3 \times 3 = 9$ channels), and these nodes are shown by red circles in Fig. 1. In addition to the opposite-rail channel measured by most of the links, the unique location of Tx6 and Rx6 nodes enables relevant links to measure the same-rail channel, i.e., the channel for which the person moving between the rails does not block the LOS path.

2.3 Post Processing

In the analyzed measurements a consistent observation was that the received signal strength of the channel was significantly influenced by the moving person only when the LOS path was blocked by that person. Fig. 2 shows the simultaneous development, over time, of the Rx signal power at various link ends as a person walks between the rails. The Rx power shown for each link is averaged over tones. The influence
Figure 2: Rx power fluctuation at different link ends as one person walks between the rails. The plots are from a 2 m rail measurement. The relative power for each link is averaged over all tones. The three solid-line curves with markers correspond to same-rail links, whereas the other three curves correspond to opposite-rail links.

of the walking person on Rx power is prominently visible for opposite-rail links, e.g., Tx1-Rx1 because the LOS path is blocked temporarily by the person. An interesting observation is that the Rx power is not just continuously attenuated but exhibits oscillations, so that the walking person can increase the signal strength. This can be explained by additional signal energy reaching the receiver after being reflected by the person as long as that person does not block the LOS. In contrast, the same-rail links, whose LOS path is not blocked by the person’s motion, exhibit no significant variations of the received power, e.g., refer to the Tx2-Rx6 link.

Besides the overall signal strength, we are interested in the properties of the LOS component only, and the residual channel (scattered components) only. Since the LOS component itself is time-varying, it cannot be retrieved by the standard method of temporally averaging the measured complex channel gains. Rather, we use the following approach: the measured transfer functions, $H_{i,j,k,l}$, are fourier-transformed to the delay domain,

$$ h_{i,j,\tau,l} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} H_{i,j,k,l} \cdot \exp \left( j2\pi \frac{k}{K} \tau \right), $$

where $i, j, k, l$ denote Rx and Tx antennas, frequency, and temporal snapshot indexes, respectively, and the variable $\tau$ denotes delay bin index for the channel impulse response.
Characterization of a Time-Variant Wireless Propagation Channel...  

The channel impulse response (CIR), \( h_{i,j,\tau,l} \). Furthermore, \( K \) is the number of measured tones. To improve the time-delay of arrival estimate for the LOS peak, the delay grid of the CIR is interpolated with more samples in the inverse FFT than specified by \( K \). \(^{31}\) The interpolation allows plotting the fine details of lobes of the different sinc \((\cdot)\) functions in the CIR, each corresponding to a resolved MPC. The complex gain of the LOS path is estimated as,

\[
\tau' = \arg \max_{\tau} \left| h_{i,j,\tau,l} \right|^2, \\
H_{i,j,\tau,l}^{\text{LOS}} = h_{i,j,\tau',l}. 
\]  

(2)

The LOS path’s contribution to frequency domain, \( H_{i,j,k,l}^{\text{LOS}} \), is subsequently estimated and removed from the measured channel, for future reference we denote as \( H_{i,j,k,l}^{\text{Res}} \) the random residue component in the measured channel. \(^{32}\) The successful removal of the LOS component was verified by a null observed in the residue channel at the location of the removed peak.

Even when averaging out the small-scale fluctuations observed in Fig. 2, we can clearly see that the mean signal power, as well as the power of the LOS component, vary with time. Thus, the fading statistics can be considered to be stationary only within a time window (stationarity interval). The determination of stationarity intervals in our measurements could not be carried out using the method of [14] as it requires high-resolution channel parameter estimation; extension of this method to the distributed physical arrays under consideration is not straightforward. Another method proposed by [15] detects changes in the spatial structure of the channel by thresholding the change in correlation matrix of the MIMO channel. This too could not be applied since the spatial extent of the stationarity region that was to be determined, was on the order of the spatial extent of our distributed antenna arrays. Thus, temporal stationarity lengths for this work were investigated using the method of [16]; a local region of stationarity (LRS) was defined by a set of temporal snapshots where the correlation coefficient between consecutive averaged power delay profiles (APDPs) exceeded a pre-defined threshold of 0.5. The correlation coefficient is given by [16],

\[
c(t, \Delta t) = \frac{\int \overline{P_h(t, \tau)} \cdot \overline{P_h(t + \Delta t, \tau)} d\tau}{\max \left\{ \overline{P_h(t, \tau)}^2 d\tau, \overline{P_h(t + \Delta t, \tau)}^2 d\tau \right\}}, 
\]  

(3)

where \( \overline{P_h(t, \tau)} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{l=1}^{N-1} |h_{i,j,\tau,l}|^2 \) is the averaged, and \( P_h(t, \tau) = |h_{i,j,\tau,l}|^2 \) is the instantaneous power delay profile (PDP), respectively. Furthermore, \( N \) is the number of PDPs to be averaged.

\(^{31}\) For the interpolated version of the CIR, adjacent delay bins are spaced apart by 0.05 ns as opposed to the 5 ns spacing achieved without interpolation. In addition, the FFT is applied with a rectangular window function as this gives the narrowest main-lobe peaks among the different windowing functions.

\(^{32}\) \( H_{i,j,k,l}^{\text{Res}} \) is to be distinguished from \( H_{i,j,k,l}^{\text{LOS,Res}} \). The latter is the random component within the extracted LOS path, and causes fading of the LOS path.
The correlation coefficient in Eq. (3) is potentially influenced by (i) Number of significant taps in the APDPs, (ii) Averaging length, N, to remove small-scale fading, and (iii) Measurement noise. The suitability of this metric for our measurements was investigated through a simulation study employing stationary realizations of an exponential PDP. Measurement noise was also added corresponding to signal-to-noise ratios observed in our measurements. It was observed that for $N \geq 40$ the correlation always exceeded the threshold over an observation span corresponding to our measurements. In other words, the LRS metric gave the desired infinite duration of stationarity. Consequently, $N = 40$ was also selected for the measurements. Note that this figure is an obvious tradeoff; a larger window size increases the number of independent PDPs available for averaging, while the separability between small- and large-scale effects in the measurements benefits from a small window size. The LRS duration for different measurement scenarios is shown in Fig. 3. It can be observed that $80 - 85\%$ of the intervals of length $0.5$ sec can be considered stationary. Consequently, a $0.5$ sec interval was considered as the temporal extent of a small-scale area (SSA).

The small-scale characteristics were investigated per SISO link. Within the $0.5$ sec wide-sense stationary (WSS) window, the set of $H_{i,j,k,l}$ samples over the indices $k$ and $l$ were considered as a statistical ensemble. Furthermore, the window was slid over the measurement record length of $10$ sec to obtain small-scale characteristics in a continuous fashion. As a trade-off between processing time and continuous estimates of small-scale parameters, consecutive windows were set to have $80\%$ overlap, i.e., the start-point of a successive window was advanced by $11$ temporal samples with respect to the start point of a preceding window, where a window length is $51$ temporal samples.

3 Results

3.1 Qualitative Behavior of the LOS Component

The received signal, its LOS component, and its scattered components, all exhibit small-scale and large-scale fading that is separated by appropriate signal processing described in Sec. II. In this section, we describe the observed time-varying statistics of these fading processes. The presence of a person moving between the rails causes significant fluctuations, both increase and decrease, of the received signal power. Figure 4 shows a typical example of the power contained in the LOS component, and the signal level averaged over the small-scale fading, i.e., qualitative behavior of signal variations is observed. From Fig. 4 we can infer some qualitative results on the behavior of the LOS path:

1. The extracted LOS path typically exhibits temporal fading, due to the presence of a random component. This is a consequence of finite system bandwidth. Within the delay resolution, leading to $1.5$ m spatial resolution in our case, additional multipath components may not be distinguishable from the clean LOS path, and are extracted with it.
Figure 3: Empirical complementary cumulative distribution functions of LRS for different measurements.

Figure 4: Influence of single person moving between rails on the power of $H_{\text{LOS}}^{i,j,k,l}$ (red curve), and moving-average of the power over time (black curve). Various links are shown, as specified by the text in each subplot.
2. The LOS power is not affected unless the link is obstructed by the moving scatterer, e.g., refer to the subplot that shows fluctuations of Rx power on the Tx2-Rx6 (same-rail) link for the 4 m rail.

3. The LOS obstruction by a moving person lasts for less than 1 sec duration, though associated fluctuations typically last 3 sec. This result is partly due to (i) the orientation of the obstructing person, whose trajectory at ordinary walking speed is parallel to the rails, and (ii) the nodes are on the ground and are only obstructed by the leg-region of the moving person.

4. The moving average, over time, of power of the extracted LOS does not always exhibit a significant dip, e.g., in Fig. 4 compare the two subplots in top row. This is, at least partly, due to incomplete separation of the small-scale and the large-scale fading.

5. At large distance (8 m) obstruction of the LOS path does not cause any noticeable attenuation of the LOS power, e.g., refer to bottom-left subplot. This is intuitively explained by the partial/minimal shadowing of the link when spatial extent of the scatterer is small compared to scatterer’s distance to either link end.

Inferring from the above observations, for a communications link application the presence of the moving person can be neglected unless the LOS path is obstructed. For surveillance applications, it appears that in that case, monitoring Rx power would not be enough to detect a person in the envisioned scenarios, rather some small-scale fading parameters, e.g., the Ricean $K$-factor ($K_{Rice}$) may have to be monitored to detect an intruder.

3.2 Large-Scale Statistics

In order to model the shadowing fluctuations of the LOS component, we find that the model proposed in [9] for the indoor case works well in our scenario as well. The power of the mean component of the Ricean process, $H_{LOS}^{ij,k,l}$, exhibits a dip due to LOS blockage, refer to Fig. 4. On a dB-scale, the power of the Ricean mean component can be modeled by a deterministic Gaussian-shaped function, $g(t)$, written as [9],

$$g(t) = -A_S \cdot \left(1 - \left(\frac{t - t_0}{T_s}\right)^2\right)^2 \cdot \exp \left(-u \left(\frac{t - t_0}{T_s}\right)^2\right).$$

Based on the 2 and 4 m rail measurements, recommended parameter values are; $A_S = 1$ to $4$ dB for the shadowing attenuation, $T_s = 1$ sec for the shadowing duration, and the parameter $u$, which models power gain at the edges of the large-scale fading pattern, has values in the range $0.5$ to $1$. Furthermore, $t_0$ represents the shadowing instant, i.e., when the person blocks the LOS, and $t$ is the observation time in seconds.

For the 8 m rail, due to a larger link distance, the LOS blockage is minimal such that

\[^{33}\text{The positive power gain can be attributed to additional signal energy carried by reflections from the body when it is not blocking the LOS.}\]
the temporal average of LOS power does not exhibit a dip. Therefore, it is proposed to model the 8 m rail scenario by setting \( A_S = 0 \) in Eq. (4).\(^{34}\)

To model the temporally varying mean power of the Rayleigh component of the LOS contribution (i.e., the diffuse components that cannot be separated from the true LOS component, due to finite system bandwidth), \( H_{\text{LOS,Res}}^{1,j,k,l} \), the Rayleigh power is first characterized in relation to power of the mean of \( H_{\text{LOS}}^{1,j,k,l} \), i.e., by estimating the temporal \( K_{\text{Rice}} \) along the recorded length of the extracted LOS, \( H_{\text{LOS}}^{1,j,k,l} \). The temporally varying mean power of the LOS Rayleigh component can be expressed in relation to power of the Ricean mean component by a deterministic Gaussian shaped function, \( q(t) \), written on a dB-scale as \(^{35}\)

\[
q(t) = A_{\text{rel}} + A_R \cdot \exp\left(\frac{-2 \left( (t - t_0) \cdot \frac{2}{T_R} \right)^2}{1}\right),
\]

where \( A_{\text{rel}} \) is the dB power difference between the un-obstructed LOS power and the mean power of the random component under those conditions. The values of the parameters were determined by a least-squares fit of the model to measured values; \( A_{\text{rel}} \) was typically within the range, \(-47\) to \(-42\) dB, for both the 2 and 4 m rail measurements. For the 8 m rail measurements, the larger link distance results in \( A_{\text{rel}} \) values around \(-30\) dB.\(^{36}\) Furthermore, the range of values for other parameters were \( A_R \in [38, 42] \) dB for the 2 and 4 m rails, and \( A_R \in [27, 29] \) dB for the 8 m rail. For the width of the bell-shaped curve, \( T_R \) is around 6 sec for the 2 and 4 m rails, and \( T_R \in [8, 10] \) sec for the 8 m rail. A sample curve for one of the measured links is shown in Fig. 5. One may observe that the modeling approach for the power of the Rayleigh component works reasonably well.

### 3.3 Small-Scale Statistics

**Envelope Distribution**

We first investigate the probability density function (PDF) of the narrowband case, using the Akaike information criteria (AIC) \(^{17, 18}\). The Rayleigh, Ricean, Nakagami-m, Weibull, and lognormal distributions are considered as potential candidates for modeling the distribution of fading amplitudes.\(^{37}\) The AIC favors the Ricean

---

\(^{34}\)This was measured when the person was walking approximately in the middle between the two rails. While the following case was not measured in our campaign, we conjecture that a person walking very closely to either Tx or Rx would result in power fluctuations even for the 8 m case.

\(^{35}\)With some minor modifications to the original function

\(^{36}\)The smaller values of \( A_{\text{rel}} \) for the 8 m rail can be explained by the drop in the mean power of the deterministic component compared to the power of the random component. The latter is the less affected of the two when the link distance is increased.

\(^{37}\)Maximum-likelihood estimates of the distribution parameters, required by AIC, were calculated for each small-scale ensemble; using closed-form expressions for Rayleigh and lognormal, grid-search for Ricean model, and results from \([19]\) and \([20]\) for the Nakagami-m and Weibull distributions, respectively.
distribution in a majority of the cases covering different rail widths. Therefore the Ricean distribution is selected as a representative model for the fading amplitude distribution of the measured channel, $H_{i,j,k,l}$. To this effect, a representative distribution of the temporal $K_{Rice}$ is shown for all 18 channels in Fig. 6.

For the LOS component, a reliable determination of the appropriate PDF shape is not possible, due to the small number of available samples (note that in the narrow-band case, the different tones increase the size of the available statistical ensemble). But from heuristic reasoning, $H_{i,j,k,l}^{LOS}$ can also be assumed as Ricean, and its parameters determined from the measurements. For the latter Ricean fading process, the mean corresponds to $\sqrt{E_{SSA}[|H_{i,j,k,l}^{LOS}|^2]}$, where the expression $E_{SSA}[\cdot]$ represents a windowed temporal average. The window-length is set to the temporal extent of an SSA. The temporal behavior of the mean can be observed in various subplots of Fig. 4. Furthermore the Rayleigh component of $H_{i,j,k,l}^{LOS}$, denoted by $H_{i,j,k,l}^{LOS,Res}$, can be separated as,

$$H_{i,j,k,l}^{LOS,Res} = \frac{H_{i,j,k,l}^{LOS}}{\sqrt{E_{SSA}[|H_{i,j,k,l}^{LOS}|^2]}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

In addition to investigating the aggregate measured channel, its random component, $H_{i,j,k,l}^{Res}$ was also investigated for the relevant fading amplitude distribution. Though AIC determined the Ricean model as best fit in this case as well, the $K$-factors were quite small, $K_{Rice} \in [0,1.5]$ natural units. In light of these observations,
Temporal Correlation of small-scale fading

The temporal correlation of small-scale fading, within a small-scale fading area, is a measure of how fast the channel changes in time, and is often characterized in terms of Doppler spectrum of the received signal [21]. The spectrum-width is conventionally expressed in terms of the root-mean-square (RMS) Doppler-spread \[ \sigma_{dopp} \], which can be estimated as,

\[
\sigma_{dopp} = \frac{\sum (f_l - f_m)^2 S(f_l)}{\sum S(f_l)},
\]

where \( S(f_l) \) is the power spectral density (PSD) at frequency shift, \( f_l \), and \( f_m = \frac{\sum f_l S(f_l)}{\sum S(f_l)} \) is the mean Doppler shift. The time-variant Doppler power spectrum for each link was generated by first applying a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) to channel samples measured at each tone, subsequently, the spectra were averaged over the tones to get a unique spectrum associated with the link. The length of the STFT window was taken to be the 0.5 sec stationarity interval.

The Doppler PSD of \( H_{LOS; Res}^{i,j,k,l} \) characterizes scattering of the extracted LOS com-

\[ \text{CDF} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Tx1-Rx1} & \quad \text{Tx1-Rx2} & \quad \text{Tx1-Rx3} \\
\text{Tx2-Rx4} & \quad \text{Tx2-Rx5} & \quad \text{Tx2-Rx6} \\
\text{Tx3-Rx1} & \quad \text{Tx3-Rx2} & \quad \text{Tx3-Rx3} \\
\text{Tx4-Rx4} & \quad \text{Tx4-Rx5} & \quad \text{Tx4-Rx6} \\
\text{Tx5-Rx1} & \quad \text{Tx5-Rx2} & \quad \text{Tx5-Rx3} \\
\text{Tx6-Rx4} & \quad \text{Tx6-Rx5} & \quad \text{Tx6-Rx6} 
\end{align*} \]

**Figure 6:** Distribution of temporal \( K_{Rice} \) measured in the channel for the 4 m rail scenario. All 18 links are shown.

A Rayleigh process is proposed as an appropriate model for the fading of the residue component of the measured channel, \( H_{Res}^{i,j,k,l} \). Quantitative results for the power of those components is discussed in connection with their average Doppler Spectrum, in the next section.
ponent, and revealed a Laplacian shape:

\[ S_{\text{LOS}}(f) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2} \cdot \sigma_{\text{dopp}}} \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{\sqrt{2} \cdot |f|}{\sigma_{\text{dopp}}} \right). \]  

(8)

The RMS Doppler spreads calculated according to Eq. (7) had values in the range, \( \sigma_{\text{dopp}} \in [8, 12] \) Hz. These spreads are relatively large compared to those measured in indoor environments, e.g., see [9]. However, the larger values of Doppler spreads for the measured outdoor scenario are plausible when one considers that the moving person contributes a greater fraction of the total spectrum power compared to an indoor scenario. This reasoning was validated by performing indoor measurements with a similar setup, where the measured spreads were on the order of 3 Hz.

The Doppler PSD of the random component, \( H_{\text{Res}}^{i,j,k,l} \), characterizes the spectral distribution of the residual power of the channel, after the LOS component has been removed. For the 2 and 4 m rails, the reflection off the person’s body results in some distinct peaks in the spectrum, whereas for the 8 m rail measurements, no significant peaks were visible in the spectrum. Hence, in the sequel we discuss the spectrum only for the 2 and 4 m rail configurations. In order to simplify the analysis, spectra of different links from the 2 and 4 m rail measurements were combined together in an average spectrum for further investigations, refer to Fig. 7.

The spectrum was modeled as a sum of two Gaussian shaped functions. The first of these functions, \( D_s(t, f) \), centered at 0 Hz, represents the time-static component of the channel. While the second Gaussian curve, \( D_i(t, f) \), represents the time-variant component of the channel. The latter curve has a fixed RMS spread of 15 Hz, a time-varying mean (that goes through zero as the person passes through the LOS), and a time-varying strength (weak at 0, \( t_0 \), and 10 sec, and strongest when the person creates reflections around \( t_0 \)).

The functional forms of the two Gaussian shapes with their parameters are provided in Table 1. Together, these relations can be used to model the temporal evolution of the non-stationary spectrum of \( H_{\text{Res}}^{i,j,k,l} \). Fig. 8 shows the spectrum model generated with the information provided in Table 1. Note that the expressions in Table 1 model the spectrum profile only such that a scale factor needs to be specified separately to relate the residue component’s power to the LOS power.

Within the spectrum model, the power scaling of the time-variant component, \( D_i(t, f) \), is dependent on the un-obstructed LOS power of the modeled link. Our analysis of the measured spectra revealed that the power ratio between the un-obstructed

38 The Laplacian fit to the spectrum is not shown here due to space constraints.
39 Prior to averaging, the link spectra were aligned relative to the time instant where the mean Doppler shift crosses 0 Hz. These instants for the spectrogram are interpreted as the LOS crossing instant, \( t_0 \), of the person walking between the rails. Alternatively, the \( t_0 \) values were also estimated from a temporal average of the extracted LOS power of each link, i.e., as the location in time of the most negative peak of the temporal average curves. The two approaches returned similar values verifying the estimated values.
40 The 15 Hz spread is an average of the instantaneous RMS spreads along the measurement record length. While the height is adjusted to match, at each time instant, the area under the Gaussian curve to the power of the averaged spectrum.
Figure 7: Averaged Doppler spectrum of the measured channel’s random component $H_{i,j,k,l}^{\text{Res}}$. The averaging is over all tones per link, and over multiple point-to-point links. The time-axis is labeled relative to $t_0$ which is at $t = 0$.

Table 1: Model for Doppler spectrum of $H_{i,j,k,l}^{\text{Res}}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_i(t,f)$</td>
<td>Intruder’s spectrum</td>
<td>$p(t) \exp \left( -\frac{(f-f_m(t))^2}{F_i^2} \right)$</td>
<td>$F_i = 12$</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(t)$</td>
<td>Gaussian peak</td>
<td>$\exp \left( -\frac{(t-T_1)^2}{W_1^2} \right) + \exp \left( -\frac{(t-T_2)^2}{W_2^2} \right)$</td>
<td>$T_1 = -0.6$</td>
<td>sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_m(t)$</td>
<td>Mean Doppler</td>
<td>$-B \frac{\pi}{2} \text{atan}(Ct)$</td>
<td>$B = 22$</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_o(t,f)$</td>
<td>Static env. spectrum</td>
<td>$\exp \left( -\frac{f^2}{2F_s^2} \right)$</td>
<td>$F_s = 1.4$</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LOS power and the peak (over time) power of the dynamic component (i.e., the inverse temporal narrowband Rice factor), obtained by integrating the corresponding PSD over frequency, lies in the range between $-3$ to $-7$ dB. Furthermore, the power of the dynamic component of the residue channel peaks at the time instants $T_1$ and $T_2$. On the other hand, the power of the time-invariant residual component of the channel, modeled by the spectrum shape $D_s(t, f)$, is independent of the link distance, and depends only on the site geometry such as location of nearby building structures and trees. For our measurements, this component had a constant power (integral of PSD over frequency), calculated to be $-25$ dB below the un-obstructed LOS power when antennas were exactly two meters apart. Note the reference to a particular LOS power is only to make the specification of the static component to be compatible with the rest of the generic modeling approach.

3.4 Multi-Channel Characteristics
In sensor network applications, nodes may often be distributed over a spatial region in close proximity to one another. It is of interest to observe, over time, the simultaneous influence of a scatterer’s motion on the fading at different spatial positions. Our measurements with nodes on parallel rails provide some useful insights on such MIMO characteristics, i.e., correlation in the temporal evolution of various links. We use the temporal $K$-factor, measured at each link, to show the simultaneous fading behavior over multiple links, when a person walks between the rails, refer to Fig. 9. Some
qualitative observations on the link correlations are now provided:

- Links that have a similar orientation, relative to the walking person, have highly correlated fading, see e.g., the links Tx3-Rx3 and Tx4-Rx4.
- Consider two opposite-rail links, emanating from the same Tx, such as Tx1-Rx1 and Tx1-Rx3: while $K_{Rice}$ measured on the Tx1-Rx1 link increases in the interval between 4 and 5 sec, $K_{Rice}$ measured on Tx1-Rx3 link decreases during the same period. This behavior is explained when one considers that the walking person is moving away from Rx1, during the 4 to 5 sec period, so that the received time-variant component of the channel is gradually decreasing. Simultaneously, the person is getting closer to Rx3 such that the time-variant power, received at Rx3, from scattering/diffraction off the person’s body is increasing. Since the temporal $K_{Rice}$, measured for stationary Tx/Rx, corresponds to a power ratio between the time-invariant component(s) of the channel and the components that are scattered/diffracted by a moving scatterer, the changes in the respective $K_{Rice}$ follow.
- The signal received at Rx2 from two opposite-rail nodes Tx1 and Tx3, which are spaced apart by 3 m on the same rail, are significantly correlated.
- Comparing a same-rail link, Tx2-Rx6, with an opposite-rail link, Tx6-Rx6, that is spatially proximal and has approximately the same link distance, one observes that the time-variant scattering component is stronger for the opposite-rail link, resulting in a smaller $K_{Rice}$ for the first four seconds of measurement time,
i.e., the person passing that end of the rail. When the scattering/reflection component received off the person's body has diminished, the $K_{Rice}$ values become similar for the two links.

It is noteworthy that all of the above effects describe the temporal correlation of the small-scale-averaged channel statistics; this is completely different from the standard MIMO correlation models, in which the correlation of instantaneous channel realizations is modeled [22].

4 Summary and Conclusions

This paper presented a characterization of an outdoor short-range sensor network scenario at 2.6 GHz. The terminals were stationary and placed at ground level in two parallel rails. The time-variance of the channel was due to a person walking between the rails. The influence of the person on Rx signal strength was most pronounced on the links where LOS blockage occurred due to body shadowing. On other links, specular/diffuse reflection off the person's body influenced the Rx signal strength, but to a lesser degree than the body-blockage case. An average stationarity interval of 0.5 sec was established for the small-scale analysis. A narrowband characterization of the channel was performed. The channel was observed to be Ricean fading. The RMS Doppler spreads were measured in the range of 10 to 15 Hz; these relatively high values compared to similar indoor measurements are due to a fewer number of significant stationary scatterers. A generic approach was presented to model temporally correlated samples of the narrowband channel. The time-variant Doppler spectrum of the residue channel was shown to have a distinct pattern associated with the walking person (intruder). These characteristics can be valuable for early intruder detection schemes since significant spectral peaks are visible before the LOS crossing instant. Furthermore, the sign on the Doppler shifts can be used to obtain information on the direction of movement of the intruder, a characteristic which cannot be extracted from the analysis of the LOS component only. Sample results on link correlations were presented that provide useful insight into evolution of joint fading behavior of the links in the measured scenario. Future measurements will focus on a similar characterization for multiple people crossing the link with better tracking of their location during the measurement interval. Furthermore, a wider range of configurations for node placements is needed for a more detailed investigation into the influence of geometry of movement.
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